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Abstract

The continuous evolution of mobile network technology is leading to the 5th
Generation (5G) of cellular networks, a level of development that exhibits
unprecedented network features, capability, and intelligence. New techno-
logical cost–efficient solutions are, therefore, required to boost the network
capacity and advance its capabilities in order to support the Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) requirements. Network densification is known to be as one of
the promising approaches aiming to increase the network capacity and re-
duce latency. For example Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HWN) can
provide flexible and diverse network access to the users by integration of
different wireless technologies. By introducing dense and diverse networks,
the importance of network coordination and automated controllability has
never been higher. Despite the advantages of network densifications, there
are challenges that have to be addressed properly in order to use the best
performance of heterogeneous networks. An example of HWN is the 5 GHz
unlicensed band which is open to different wireless systems such as WiFi or
Unlicensed LTE. The presence of the two mentioned OFDM-based systems
in the same band rise the importance of studying their performance when
sharing the same band with the other technologies and introduce new mod-
els and methods to reach the friendly coexistence. Another example of dense
networks is roaming, especially in the 5G systems, with ever-increasing het-
erogeneous users. In the small cells and densified networks, Mobile Network
Operators (MNOs) need to share their mobile networks with other operators
more often to reduce the operator investment costs on infrastructure. Thus,
the mobile networks are transferring from uniquely own single authorities to
complex interactions among heterogeneous participants which rise the need
for a new level of controllability. Since the Distributed Ledger Technologies
(DLT) recently emerged as a revolutionary approach to decentralization with
distributed controlling system, we noticed the roaming scenario has many
potentials of taking advantage of these distributed coordinations for better
performance while being cost-efficient.

In this doctoral dissertation, we first lay down a tractable semi-analytical
method that allows to evaluate and quantify the impact of LTE transmissions
on WiFi. Specifically, resorting to stochastic geometry and the characteris-
tic function approach, we model the crucial mechanism of Clear Channel
Assessment (CCA) in the WiFi network under the assumption of Rayleigh
distributed channel fading. We then model the packet error probability for
the reception of un-coded WiFi data packets affected by LTE transmissions,
Rayleigh fading, and shadowing. In the next step in our analysis, resorting
to a tractable one-dimensional Markov chain model, we obtain closed-form
expression of the average WiFi network throughput in saturation condition
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using selected values of the CCA energy detection threshold, while varying
the LTE transmission parameters. We also extend the work by remodeling
our one-dimensional Markov chain for non-saturation conditions while gen-
eralizing the interference to any possible OFDM-based systems. We finally
discuss that the method we develop is very general and can aid steering fu-
ture designs of the heterogeneous LTE/WiFi network management.

After evaluating the affected WiFi performance with semi-analytical ap-
proaches, in the next phase of this dissertation we experimentally measure
the throughput performance of a WiFi, 802.11n, network when the WiFi client
reception is affected by LTE downlink transmissions. Our practical approach
is based on a modular experimental test-bed. Specifically, the test-bed is com-
posed of the open source platform srsLTE for the LTE part and the OpenWRT
operating system for the WiFi part. The measurements are done by modify-
ing various physical layer parameters in the LTE-eNB for downlink commu-
nication that operates in the same 5 GHz band of WiFi. We initially com-
pare our measurement results with the case without LTE interference and we
experimentally demonstrate that coexistence between WiFi and LTE is hard
to achieve. We further discuss that even the 3GPP features cannot guaran-
tee coexistence in all cases and this might hamper the practicality of mobile
technology in the unlicensed radio spectrum. For this reason, we enhance
our test-bed introducing the Software-Defined Radio Access Network (SD-
RAN) controller 5G-EmPOWER, thus borrowing from the higher agility of
software-defined networking. By using the SD-RAN control to adaptively
tune LTE-eNB downlink transmission parameters, we experimentally prove
the validity of this approach to improve WiFi network throughput, as well as
we shed light onto the new potentials that the SD-RAN controller can bring
to automated network optimization in a centralized approach.

The last part of this dissertation is allocated to the distributed nature
which imposes novel challenges on controllability of various networks in a
decentralized manner. Blockchains and the fifth generation of the mobile net-
work (5G) are currently under the spotlight and are expected to create new
market opportunities for small and large enterprises alike. To this extent, we
present a new network architecture for national and international roaming
in mobile networks based on a single permissioned blockchain (Hyperledger
Fabric) with smart contracts. The proposed solution improves the Mobile
Network Operator (MNO) visibility on their subscribers’ activities in the vis-
ited network, enables quick payment reconciliation, and reduces fraudulent
transactions. The work also reports on a proof-of-concept implementation of
the proposed blockchain-based roaming solution and on its validation.

Key words: 4G, 5G, 5 GHz band, Aggregate Interference, Blockchain, Dis-
tributed Ledger, Energy Detection, Heterogeneous Networks, Hyperledger,
LAA, Poisson Process, SD-RAN, Smart Contracts, Stochastic Geometry, Un-
licensed LTE, (Un)Saturated Throughput, Wireless LAN.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations and Objectives

The introduction of Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HWNs) technology
brings new aspects of network densification. It provides higher network ca-
pacity, higher Quality of Service (QoS) for users, wider coverage, etc. With
the evolution of cellular technology toward 5G and the possibility to use dif-
ferent frequency bands, network scenarios become even more complex and
heterogeneous. One such example of HWNs is the coexistence of different
technologies in unlicensed bands (e.g. Unlicensed LTE and WiFi). Despite all
the benefits, the diversity of various technologies create challenges in terms
of control and management of the network. Being heterogeneous is not only
limited to the networks, but also among participants and users. For example,
with the rapid evolution of 5G networks in terms of network densifications,
the cellular networks are shifting from uniquely owned single authority sys-
tems to complex systems among heterogeneous participants; with roaming
as a clear example.

An outstanding example of a heterogeneous network is the 5 GHz unli-
censed band, which can be used not only by WiFi capable devices but also
by LTE networks. Notably, in releases 12, 13, and 14, the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) standardized LTE access in unlicensed spectrum
as a supplement to costly and scarce licensed carriers. For instance in Release
13, 3GPP focused on spectrum aggregation over licensed and unlicensed fre-
quency bands for downlink communications [1]. Both systems are based
on Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) but with radically
different numerology and framing structure. The general approach consists
of enabling the coexistence by means of some form of mutual exclusivity in
such a way that they do not hamper each other. Motivated by the general
idea to use unlicensed frequency bands for a heterogeneous wireless system
composed of two uncoordinated technologies that rely on different versions
of OFDM (i.e. WiFi and LTE), our first motivation was to deliver a complete
yet simple mathematical model that enable studying the performance of
WiFi when sharing the same band with the other OFDM-based system.
The performance study is meant to constitute the basis for the development
of new coexistence methods. The main reason to focus on WiFi lays in the
extreme popularity of this wireless technology.

Introducing an accurate model to analyze the performance of WiFi in a
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heterogeneous network can help to adjust some parameters in both LTE and
WiFi to increase the fairness of coexistence of the two technologies with a dis-
tributed approach. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is still lack
of studies that introduce the new dimension of a centralized intelligent entity
such as a Software Defined-Radio Access Network (SD-RAN) controller that
can monitor and tune transmissions parameters in both WiFi and unlicensed
LTE at runtime in order to reach fair coexistence. Therefore, our second mo-
tivation was to (i) carry out measurements in a realistic environment when
the reception of WiFi station is affected by unlicensed LTE as a proof of
concept to our semi-analytical works and (ii) use the results of the analysis
and measurements to leverage the functionality of a centralized SD-RAN
controller to reach the fair coexistence.

Regarding heterogeneous participants and customers of cellular networks
we noticed the increasing number of roaming users (e.g. cross-domain op-
erating connected-vehicles) require seamless connectivity not only within a
single geographical area (e.g. a country), but also across the globe. Hence, it
constitutes a key challenge in the context of available radio access and core
network technologies. Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) are implement-
ing national and international roaming as one of the technological solutions
which allow sharing of network resources among themselves. Technically,
roaming refers to the ability for a cellular customer to automatically send
and receive data or access other services, including home data services, when
traveling outside the geographical coverage area of the home network, using
the coverage of a visited network. The seamless expansion of coverage is
facilitated by integrating high-cost systems and providing complicated ac-
cess/authentication settings together with a wholesale roaming agreement
between a mobile users home MNO and the visited MNO. As technology
evolves and globalization and network densification continues, the need for
reasonably priced roaming services has never been higher. The distributed
nature imposes new degrees of autonomous network controllability in a cost-
efficient approach. We believe a smart contract-based Blockchain can have
the capabilities to handle in a decentralized and shared way the roaming sub-
scriber identification as well as roaming billing settlements. Thus, our last
motivation was to propose and design a decentralized and transparent ap-
proach to manage and accomplish billing settlements among non-trusted
MNOs by using Blockchain technology.

1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 LTE/WiFi Coexistence in Unlicensed 5GHz Band

In heterogeneous network scenarios that include both LTE small cells and
WiFi, LTE transmissions cause the medium to be reported busy after the cru-
cial Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) mechanism that is carried out by WiFi
devices prior to transmitting packets. The CCA operation can be based on
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non-coherent energy detection (ED-CCA) that lasts for 4 µs so that the phys-
ical layer is found busy for any signal that is at least 20 dB above the min-
imum receiver sensitivity (−82 + 20 = −62 dBm) in the 20 MHz channel.
Depending on the threshold used in the detection, the ED-CCA mechanism
affects differently the WiFi throughput. The effect on throughput depends
also on the location of LTE and WiFi transmitters in space since simultane-
ous transmissions (e.g. hidden nodes problem or undetected transmissions)
of the two wireless systems over the same frequency band may occur and
this resulting effect ought to be evaluated. Although some methods were
already introduced by 3GPP for friendly coexistence of unlicensed LTE and
WiFi (the most important are reviewed below), many studies have shown
that improvements are still required to solve the coexistence problem [2].
Considering the fact that traditionally WiFi is the dominant technology in
the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz unlicensed bands and it has been using widely in
the indoor environments, thus, (i) a tractable model that allows to quan-
tify completely the impact of LTE transmissions on the WiFi throughput is
needed to steer future designs for the coexistence; and (ii) a centralized in-
telligence entity with ability to coordinate the two technologies at runtime
is require to increase the whole network efficiency while satisfying the fair
coexistence. In follow, we briefly explain the two main mechanisms of unli-
censed LTE, introduced by 3GPP, while focusing on some of their problems
and challenges.

LTE-U

It is based on an adaptive ON/OFF period (i.e. duty cycle) to avoid continu-
ous transmission of LTE in the unlicensed band in order to give opportunity
to WiFi transmission. The duty-cycle duration can vary depending on the
WiFi activity and channel conditions, where it is set based on WiFi transmis-
sions using carrier sensing. For example, in a dense environment when there
is no channel available, the LTE-U eNB uses the Carrier-Sensing Adaptive
Transmission (CSAT) algorithm to apply Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM)
as shown in Figure 1.1(a). If the channel is sensed idle, the duty cycle can
be set to the maximum value of 95%. In other words, the ON period will
be set to 20 msec while the OFF period is 1 msec. The long ON period,
as concluded in [3], can cause a serious problem to WiFi since the beacon
transmission/reception will be disrupted. Further, as indicated in [4], de-
spite CSAT algorithm can be a relief to LTE-U/WiFi coexistence, the overall
throughput of the WiFi network is anyway degraded during the LTE-U ON
period. Moreover, the problem of undetected LTE signals by the WiFi Ac-
cess Point (AP) can still remain as the received energy level of LTE during
WiFi CSMA/CA mechanism could be lower than -62 dBm (Energy Detection
threshold in 802.11). There is evidence that even a low level of energy can be
harmful to WiFi [5] especially when LTE uses lower bandwidth values (e.g.
3 or 5 MHz) [5]–[7].
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(a) Adaptive duty cycling using
CSAT

(b) LAA DL transmission

FIGURE 1.1: Mechanisms of transmission of LTE in unlicensed
bands

LTE-LAA

Unlike some countries such as the USA and South Korea where LTE-U can
be used, other markets such as Europe and Japan require continuous exam-
ination of the presence of other signals occupying the channel by the unli-
censed LTE eNB before any transmission. This mechanism is referred to as
Listen Before Talk (LBT), which measures the energy level over the channel
within a period of time and compares it with a pre-defined threshold. If the
measured energy level is higher than the threshold, the node is not allowed
to transmit [8], [9]. The first issue that arose between LAA and WiFi is the
energy detection threshold values to use in the two technologies. The IEEE
802 community explicitly announced in several liaison statements to 3GPP
RAN1 that the an ED threshold of -72 dBm for LAA will not result in fair
coexistence [10]. In addition, as shown in Figure 1.1(b), when the LBT mech-
anism of LAA detects the channel busy the backoff counter is frozen and the
LTE-LAA continues to sense the channel until finds it idle. Once the backoff
counter reaches to zero the LTE-LAA occupies the channel for the duration
of TxOP which cannot be longer than Maximum Channel Occupancy Time
(MCOT), e.g., 10 ms for some priority classes [11] and [12]. The short dura-
tion of the WiFi ED-CCA (i.e. 4 µs) compared to TxOP can cause WiFi to re-
frain from transmitting. Moreover, there has been additional concerns about
the use of LAA’s Discovery Reference Signal (DRS), which can also block
WiFi [13]. Besides, as highlighted in [14], as a result of using different ED
thresholds (e.g. -62 dBm and -72 dBm) in different technologies the hidden
nodes problem appears more often in LTE/WiFi coexistence.

1.2.2 Challenges in Roaming

Roaming is a service that allows a mobile user of one MNO to use the services
of another MNO when inside the latter’s coverage area. The 3GPP standards
support two roaming models: (i) Local BreakOut roaming, where the data
traffic of the roaming user is served directly by the visited MNO allowing
for more efficient routing in terms of latency and bandwidth and (ii) Home-
routed roaming where the data traffic of the roaming user is always served
by the home MNO giving more control over the user’s traffic.
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Currently, among almost all MNOs the Home-routed approach is mostly
applied. This is mainly due to the fact that although the Local BreakOut
(LBO) shows good performance in theory, MNOs prefer to keep the con-
trol over their user identities, subscriptions, security, billing etc which is not
easily achieved in this architecture. Apart from this, neither the 4G nor 5G
standard incorporates shared, distributed database approaches, which could
in turn highly facilitate, optimize and harmonize the data management and
various functionalities. Since it has been realized that from a technical point
of view it makes no sense to tunnel back all IP data packets of roamers (i.e.
using home-routed), it might be worth to investigate new possible decen-
tralized models for the billing settlements while roaming in 5G networks.
To this extent, we first mention below two of the challenges in LBO roaming:

Billing settlement

In the LBO roaming for charging, roaming information must be associated
with charging accounts. The problem with this configuration is that the vis-
ited network does not have the subscriber charging information whereas the
home network also does not have the subscriber roaming information. This
means that the MNOs need to manage multiple relationships, interconnect
globally, and handle complicated financial relationships [15]. To this extent,
two possible relationship scenarios between operators are establishing either
direct relationship or indirect through intermediaries. In the former scenario,
although MNOs do have a choice to connect directly to all the other MNOs, it
is obvious that a point-to-point relationship with each roaming partner is not
feasible and is cost-prohibitive because each MNO needs to maintain hun-
dreds of such agreements to share resources efficiently for having universal
roaming service. Whereas in the latter scenario, a 3rd operator or a clearing-
house is used to connect the two operators. Although this kind of roaming
is working in current LTE network by establishing settlement relationships
with all relevant operators, it still has many drawbacks. First of all, the pres-
ence of an intermediate entity applies many extra expenses to the network;
more importantly, it raises the concept of security and trust by introducing a
3rd party.

Security and Trust

Before gaining access to the visited MNO, the roamer identity must be au-
thenticated through the home MNO. There exists a number of user authen-
tications and key exchange protocols that are proposed in the literature for
roaming. However, each of them concentrates solely on the mutual authen-
tication between the user and the visited MNO. Moreover, The roaming user
may have accepted to different policies in the home MNO regarding the ac-
cess to user information (user protection act) than that in the visited MNO.
Therefore, it requires re-accepting the roaming privacy terms before provid-
ing any services.
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1.3 Main Contributions

Following by the motivations and challenges mentioned in sections 1.1 and
1.2, the contributions provided by this dissertation can be divided to three
parts:

1.3.1 Analysis of WiFi Throughput affected by Unlicensed
LTE

The first contribution of this work consists of obtaining a tractable and accu-
rate analytical model of the WiFi throughput which is affected by LTE trans-
missions over the unlicensed 5 GHz frequency band. To this end, we model
the LTE transmitters as interferer to WiFi nodes. We are conscious that in
the unlicensed band, LTE and WiFi are peers, nevertheless, LTE can rely also
on licensed chunks of spectrum that are not permitted to WiFi. Guided by
this mindset, we first model the impact of LTE transmissions over the ED-
CCA mechanism carried out by WiFi nodes in their Physical Layer (PHY).
Second we focus on modeling the CSMA/CA mechanism of MAC layer af-
fected by transmissions of unlicensed LTE in both saturation and unsaturated
conditions. Finally, we introduce the average of both saturated and unsatu-
rated throughput performance of the WiFi network in a cross-layer analysis
approach. The method proves to be very powerful and lend itself to gener-
alizations since we manage to study the effect of single LTE interferer and
aggregate LTE interference. The numerical results at the end allow to adjust
LTE’s parameters in order to preserve WiFi performance in a decentralized
way.

Further, we discuss the opportunities that network softwarization can of-
fer to control the behavior of the heterogeneous network to pave the way for
the next contribution.

1.3.2 Centralized Control of Unlicensed LTE and WiFi

In light of the discussion undertaken above, to the best of our knowledge,
there is still lack of studies that introduce the new dimension of a centralized
intelligent entity such as an SD-RAN controller that can monitor and tune
transmissions parameters in both WiFi and unlicensed LTE at runtime in or-
der to reach fair coexistence. Therefore, the research contribution of this part
of the dissertation is twofold: (i) we carry out measurements in a realistic of-
fice environment when the reception of WiFi station is affected by unlicensed
LTE and (ii) we use the results of the measurements to leverage the function-
ality of the SD-RAN controller to self-optimize the interference based on the
network priorities in a centralized manner.
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1.3.3 Blockchain-based Roaming

The last contribution of the dissertation is assigned to the decentralized billing
settlements approach by introducing a Blockchain-based architecture for roam-
ing in 5G network. We first introduce some challenges of roaming and show
how the Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies are able to solve
them. To this extend, we propose a permissioned Blockchain framework
that allows non-trusting operators to perform peer-to-peer self-transactions
for the roaming users, relying on the capabilities of the smart contracts. The
method can be used to remove the intermediaries (e.g., clearinghouses) which
are currently handling transactions among operators for the roaming; as a
result, it eliminates the risks of trust and extra expenses appeared due to ex-
istence of these intermediaries.

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation consists of six chapters, which are briefly summarized as
follows. In the current chapter, we first motivate our work and present its
objectives. We then state the problems and discuss the approaches under-
taken to solve the problems. Lastly, we highlight the main contributions of
our work.

Chapter 2 starts with background of heterogeneous wireless networks. It
also describes the unlicensed LTE which has been progressed by the 3GPP
as a continuous evolution of mobile network technology which is leading
to 5th Generation of cellular networks. Since the ultimate goal of the dis-
sertation is to introduce both centralized and decentralized network coordi-
nation in HWNs, the chapter also discusses the two enabling technologies
of Software Defined Radio Access Control (SD-RAN) and Blockchain to en-
able self-x features in heterogeneous networks. Further, it walks through the
state–of–the–art studies on both direction of the work. On one side, the co-
existence of LTE/WiFi in unlicensed 5 GHz band is introduced presenting
the key findings of the most promising works and research. The literature
review starts looking at analytical works and continues by presenting exper-
imental studies as well as sheds light on some softwarization works. On
the other side, the focal point of research by industry and academia for the
use of Blockchain in telecoms industry with the focus on cellular networks is
presented.

In Chapter 3, we first study the performance of physical layer of WiFi
interfered by unlicensed LTE. We consider energy detector receiver mod-
eling the probabilities of false alarm and detection resorting to the charac-
teristic function approach. This allows us to obtain a new set of ED-CCA
thresholds to use. Moreover, we model the bit error probability that char-
acterizes the reception of a WiFi data packet under LTE interference, fading,
and path-loss. We continue by studying MAC layer performance quantifying
the average WiFi network throughput relying on a one-dimensional Markov
Chain model in both saturated and unsaturated conditions. The analysis in
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this chapter allows us to evaluate the combined effect of different energy de-
tection thresholds, different values of the LTE transmitted power, WiFi data
packet size and modulation order. Finally, numerical results are shown and
discussed among the sections.

Chapter 4 starts with presenting measurements results that quantify the
effects of LTE transmissions in the unlicensed 5 GHz band on the WiFi through-
put performance in an actual open office environment. It continues by repre-
senting the methodology based on adopting a new degree of controllability
added by an SD-RAN controller to coordinate the transmissions of both tech-
nologies, thus leveraging on the network programmability paradigm. we
present a centralized approach to improve coexistence, which we illustrate
it through a sequence diagram, in order to enable modification of the LTE-
eNB parameters based on network conditions to preserve the WiFi down-
link throughput. Finally, measurement results demonstrate the viability of
our approach and the improvement that can arise from controlling the LTE
transmission parameters at runtime.

Chapter 5 is assigned to decentralized coordination of heterogeneous net-
work through Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) for the roaming use-
case. In this chapter, we propose a permissioned Blockchain framework that
allows non-trusting MNOs to perform peer to peer, self-transactions adopt-
ing smart contract agreements to accomplish charging and billing settlements
for roaming. The chapter starts with a brief description and challenges of the
roaming architecture in 5G networks, continuing with some background on
Blockchain technology, the role of Blockchain in roaming, and architecture
of Blockchain-based roaming. Finally, the proof of concept based on hyper-
ledger fabric is described.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we recap the contributions of this dissertation and
summarize the obtained results. After the conclusions, we also highlight sev-
eral promising research directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Backgrounds and State of the Art

2.1 Heterogeneous Wireless Networks

By integration of different wireless technologies such as cellular networks
(4G and 5G), wireless Local Area Networks (LANs) and ad hoc networks,
Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HWNs) can provide flexible and diverse
network access to the users. The promises of HWNs is to improve network
throughput and reduce latency. They offer a variety of exciting applica-
tion anytime and anywhere based on availability of radio networks even in
roaming areas [16]. Despite the advantages, backhauling, handover, roam-
ing, and interference are identified as some of the key technical challenges
facing HWNs that have to be coordinated properly. Since some cells such
as picocells and femtocells will be user-deployed without operator super-
vision, their proper operation highly depends on their self-organizing fea-
tures [17], [18]. One such example of HWNs which attracts many attention in
both academia and industry is the coexistence of LTE and WiFi in unlicensed
5GHz band. To reach to the fair and friendly coexistence many investiga-
tions have been done in recent years with both centralized and decentralized
approaches. Moreover, with rapid uptake of 5G network densification, the
interaction among heterogeneous participants (e.g. roaming) are increasing
dramatically. In the rest of this chapter we introduce some of the challenges
in (i) coexistence of unlicensed-LTE/WiFi and (ii) decentralized network co-
ordinations in roaming. We also briefly review the state-of-the art and some
of the proposed approaches to combat the existing challenges in each of the
directions.

2.2 Unlicensed LTE

The continuous evolution of mobile network technology is leading to 5th
Generation (5G) of cellular networks, a level of development that exhibits
unprecedented network features, capability, and intelligence. To reach this
goal, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is progressing through
intermediate stages in which new important features are being added. No-
tably, in releases 12, 13, and 14, 3GPP standardized LTE access in unlicensed
spectrum as a supplement to costly and scarce licensed carriers. For instance
in Release 13, 3GPP focused on spectrum aggregation over licensed and un-
licensed frequency bands for downlink communications [1]. In Release 14
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this feature was extended also to specific uplink channels [19]. As a results of
increasing interests in using unlicensed band by cellular networks, academia
and industries have investigated a lot on sharing mechanisms for unlicensed
LTE and 5G technologies [20]–[23].

On the 5 GHz band although there are some technologies on integration
of LTE and WiFi radio links and using WiFi to access the unlicensed spec-
trum, there is high attention of using LTE Radio Access Network (RAN) in
unlicensed spectrum. Some examples of the former technologies are LTE-
WLAN Aggregation (LWA) and LTE-WLAN radio level integration with IPsec
tunnel (LWIP) [24]–[26]. For the use of LTE RAN in unlicensed spectrum as
summarized in [27], two different types of LTE networks were developed
by 3GPP: LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U) and Licensed Assisted Access (LTE-LAA)
[11]. Both systems are designed to operate in the 5 GHz band. The work
in [27] explains in detail LAA, highlighting both advantages and disadvan-
tages of this approach. On the other hand, LTE-U and MultiFire (which is
another type of unlicensed Lte) are described in [28]. For using LTE RAN to
access to the unlicensed spectrum, the main challenge is the fair coexistence
with other wireless technologies operating in the same band. Generally, the
existing technologies in the unlicensed band operate in decentralized and
asynchronous manner whereas LTE is designed to have an exclusive access
to the channel. Thus, it is very critical to provide an exact analytical model
to evaluate the WiFi performance in presence of unlicensed LTE as well as
design an unlicensed LTE system which is able to coexist with other pre-
existing technologies in a fair and friendly manner. Some of the challenges
of such coexistence are described in [29] and [30].

2.2.1 LTE/WiFi Coexistence

With LTE small cells transmitting in the 5 GHz unlicensed spectrum an in-
teresting problem to study consists of evaluating the impact over other un-
licensed wireless technologies has arisen. Depending on the type of unli-
censed LTE, better coexistence can be achieved. Among the systems that
could be affected by unlicensed LTE transmissions, this work focuses on
studying the impact on WiFi as, probably, the most popular unlicensed tech-
nology. It is worth reminding that, despite both systems make use of Or-
thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation, the physi-
cal layer numerology is radically different between the two systems, as well
as the networking aspects. To address this pressing problem, amidst many
initiatives, also 3GPP started investigating how to improve LTE and WiFi
coexistence. The two surveys in [31] and [20] provide a thorough overview
of co-existence issues between WiFi and LTE, as well as they present vari-
ous methods to preserve the throughput of both systems. Throughput and
fairness analysis of LTE-U and WiFi over the unlicensed band was provided
in [32]. In [33], the authors proposed a fair downlink traffic management
scheme in hybrid LTE-LAA and WiFi network to improve coexistence of
both systems. A study on improving coexistence between WiFi and LTE-
LAA with adaptive energy detection (ED) threshold was presented in [34].
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Although most of these systems are endowed with collision avoidance mech-
anisms, it is still possible to collide with WiFi either during active periods of
LTE Unlicensed [3] or due to hidden node problems. Such a situation gives
rise to inter-network interference between heterogeneous uncoordinated Or-
thogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)-based transmitters. More-
over, they can cause WiFi to detect the channel busy more often during Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) and less possibility to transmit as a result.

In addition, experimental studies in which different test-beds were set-up
to measure the impact of LTE on the WiFi throughput can be found in [35]
and [7]. As evident also in [10], the debate between 3GPP RAN 1/RAN 4 and
IEEE 802 committee started around the ED threshold that is required for the
coexistence with LTE-LAA and IEEE 802.11 stresses the importance of ad-
justing the ED threshold of both technologies. The authors of [28] concluded
that LAA can have better coexistence with WiFi whereas MulteFire [36] is the
most flexible one in terms of deployment. The works in [3] discussed the
duty cycle of LTE-U, both theoretically and experimentally, to show that a
maximum duty cycle of 95% cannot preserve WiFi performance.

2.2.2 Interference Modeling

The spatial distribution of interfering transmitters plays a major role, as well
as their modulation and coding schemes and transmitted powers. In this
regard, analytically tractable PPPs can model the spatial distribution of in-
terference [37], [38]. Advanced analytical models of interference in wireless
ad hoc networks and cellular networks were developed in past years un-
der various assumptions on the position of interfering transmitters over the
space. In this regard, stochastic geometry has found a prime role as shown
in [39]–[42]. The most used assumption is the spatial Poisson distribution of
the interfering devices, which has proved to be both mathematically tractable
and accurate for performance evaluation. For example, accurate symbol er-
ror probability expressions were obtained in closed form for M-QAM and
M-PSK modulations under the assumption of a Poisson distribution of inter-
fering transmitters in [43] and [44]. These inspiring analytical models will be
reused also in this work.

2.3 Blockchain and Distributed Ledgers

A Blockchain is a distributed database of records, i.e., an immutable pub-
lic ledger of all digital transactions that have ever been executed and shared
among the network participants. Every single transaction in the public ledger
is verified employing a consensus mechanism among the participants in the
system, whereas the transaction is validated once a consensus is reached
among the majority. [45]. It is considered as a permanent database shared
by all nodes participating in the network. The database is a collection of
blocks which holds the record of every transaction ever executed. Each block
includes collections of signatures transactions. A block can be appended to
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the chain of blocks after reaching to the consensus. For example, in bitcoin
which uses proof of work, the new block is added after solving a puzzle
which is to find a number that hash value is less than the current target.
Upon joining the network, each node receives this database and stands as
a proof of every transaction. Furthermore, these nodes can jointly validate
new transactions without requiring any intermediate or central entity. This
particular characteristic of Blockchain makes the network completely trusted
and secure and eliminates the need for any trusted third party. Bitcoin, the
decentralized peer-to-peer digital currency [46], is one of the most success-
ful examples that uses Blockchain technology to execute peer-to-peer trans-
actions between users without the need for any intermediaries. Within the
Blockchain, cryptology supplants intermediaries as the trusting entity, with
all network participants running complex mathematical algorithms to certify
the integrity of the system [47].

Some of the main elements of Blockchain are:
Transaction. Transactions are the critical data structure of a Blockchain.

Normally, a transaction is made by the participant nodes or autonomous ob-
jects such as smart contracts. These transactions indicate transfer of tokens
or crypto-currencies from a sender to the specific receiver. To protect the au-
thentication of a transaction, the hash function and asymmetric encryption
are activated. With a proper hash function (e.g. SHA-256) it is impossible to
recover the input from the output of the function. Further, the asymmetric
encryption allows each node in the Blockchain network generates a pair of
public and private keys. The former is a digital signature function while the
latter is associated with a verification function.

Block. Each set of arbitrary transactions are stored in a block which is
created by participating nodes in a consensus process. They are the storage
units for transactions that record details such as date, time, currency amount,
and transaction participants. Each block on the Blockchain has a limited stor-
age size (e.g., 30KB in Ethereum). Therefore, depending on the size of the
transactions, a single block can hold a few hundred of transactions. Also,
each block stores a unique ’hash’ that distinguishes itself from other blocks.

Chain. Blocks are organized into a linear sequence overtime referred to
as the Blockchain. As the number of blocks in the Blockchain increases, they
become more challenging to change or remove the block data, thus increasing
the cost of attack.

Moreover, the consensus mechanism in the Blockchain presents a vital
role to eliminate the trust concern by identifying the authorized parties that
can append the next block into the chain. Two of the most popular consen-
sus approaches adopted by different Blockchains are Proof of Work (PoW)
[48] and Proof of Stake (PoS) [49]. In PoW, miners compete to solve mathe-
matical puzzles by consuming CPU/GPU, energy, and time. The miner has
to solve the puzzle first and to append the block is rewarded for the work
done. Alternatively, PoS works differently with no miners doing work for a
reward. Instead, block creator is chosen in a deterministic way by the net-
work based on the amount of cryptocurrency one is holding [49]. These
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block creators receive network fees as a reward for validating the transac-
tions that could protect the system from Sybil attack and double-spending.
The two mentioned consensus algorithms are mostly used in a permission-
less Blockchains where everyone can join to the distributed ledger and be as
participants. However, there is another type of Blockchain, permissioned,
where the participant nodes are selected by a consortium of organizations
who are responsible for controlling and administration of participants [50].
One such a consensus used in permissioned Blockchain (e.g., hyperledger
Sawtooth) is Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET). Each of the network participants
generates a random time and goes to sleep for that specified duration. The
first node who wakes up commits a new block to the Blockchain, broadcast-
ing the necessary information to the whole peer network. The same process
then repeats for the discovery of the next block. There are some other consen-
sus mechanism such as KAFKA or RAFT [51]. Generally, Since the number
of predefined participants are limited in a permissioned Blockchain, the con-
sensus algorithms are normally less complex and more efficient.

Although these kind of systems may introduce some computational costs,
they can provide decentrality, security, transparency, and robustness. That is
why the Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies are widely used in
many different areas as a hot topic for academia and industries [52]–[57].

2.3.1 Blockchain in Telecom

Blockchain and its practicality for various scenarios have seen a great inter-
est in recent years in Telecom industries. There have already been many talks
and researches focused on the performance of Blockchain in IoT, cloud com-
puting, spectrum sharing and so on. The Ankr project is a Blockchain-based
decentralized cloud solution which offers the clients to run application in
cheaper prices [58]. Authors in [59] remark spectrum sharing from primary
users (licensed holders) to secondary users through a public Blockchain. In
[60] authors investigate on challenges and opportunities of decentralized so-
lutions in cloud and fog computing. A practical case can be found in the
white paper of QLINK startup [61] which discusses the implementation of
decentralized WiFi sharing. In this white paper, it is shown how an owner of
a WiFi access point can share its Hotspots in return off some awards without
any need of trusted third party. Moreover, in [62] authors address differ-
ent aspects of Blockchain in mobile networks such as in IoT, Smart Cities,
and 5G service enablers. The authors propose a seamless provisioning be-
tween heterogeneous access nodes and devices with a smart contract-enabled
Blockchain. There are many other examples of research about the usage of
Blockchain in telecommunications word such as as [63], [64].

2.3.2 Blockchain for 5G Networks

The fusion of 5G and Blockchain has many potential to unleash surge of fi-
nancial values. This relationship is multifold and can be used in many differ-
ent areas. One such an example is in Internet of Things. The 5G system with
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capabilities of low latency, high speed and capacity allows the IoT devices to
become widely used. These devices can leverage the security, decentraliza-
tion, immutability and consensus arbitration of Blockchains as foundational
layers [65]–[67]. Blockchain can also enables a new generation of access tech-
nology selection mechanisms required for the realization of 5G networks.
One more important potential of Blockchain for the cellular networks (e.g.
4G and 5G) is in roaming scenario [68]. It has the potential to reduce losses
due to fraud detection applications. To this extent, Blockchain can not only
ease the billing settlements between home operator and visited operator, but
also it can increase the identity management of roaming users. The benefits
of using Blockchain in roaming is multifolded. First, it can save expenses by
eliminating the intermediaries (e.g. clearinghouses). Second, It reduces the
subscriber fraud. Third, It provides faster and easier device identification,
etc [69]. The concepts also revealed by recent applications of DLT permit fur-
ther applications beyond roaming: the network services rendered by MNOs
can be aligned and synchronized, an approach already in discussion in the
area of Network Slicing. Different MNOs must guarantee a distinct network
quality and service level agreement [70] which again are of crucial impor-
tance for autonomous vehicles crossing national borders. DLT can be used as
slice broker, for cross-charging, as service management tool and is thus the
currently missing trust link between MNOs [71]–[73].
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Chapter 3

On Performance of Wi-Fi Networks
Interfered by Unlicensed LTE

In this chapter we analyze the performance of a WiFi device when interfered
by presence of unlicensed LTE in 5 GHz band. We first evaluate in details the
CCA mechanism of 802.11 affected by LTE looking at Energy Detection (ED)
procedure and compare the results with the case of absence of LTE interfer-
ence. We then analyze the bit error rate when the two systems are transmit-
ting simultaneously. Finally, we present the performance of CSMA/CA in
both saturated and unsaturated conditions. While discussing about unsatu-
rated conditions, we generalize the performance of WiFi throughput when it
is affected by transmission of an OFDM-based system rather targeting spe-
cific unlicensed LTE.

3.1 System Model

Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the scenario that we use to model ED-CCA, whereas
Figure 3.1(b) the one we use to conduct the bit error probability analysis. In
both figures, the WiFi terminal under test is assumed to be located in the
center of a two-dimensional reference system. In the first figure, this is the
terminal that does the ED-CCA operation, whereas in the other one (Figure
3.1(b)) it is the recipient of an intended data transmission. In both scenarios,
in the 2-dimensional space, the region of interest for this study is a circular re-
gion of area A and radius R. In Figure 3.1(a), rs denotes the ED-CCA sensing
range of a WiFi node that ensures a target probability of detecting an ongoing
communication. Different values of rs correspond to different energy detec-
tion thresholds. On the other hand, ru in Figure 3.1(b) denotes the WiFi link
distance during a data session.

We assume that only one WiFi link is active during ED-CCA (situation
with minimum amount of energy to detect), whilst for conducting the bit er-
ror probability analysis, WiFi transmitters are assumed distributed over the
space according to a homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) of constant
intensity λw. For LTE transmissions, we are interested in studying both the
of single LTE interferer and generalizing it to the case of aggregate LTE in-
terference. This allows us to study two extreme conditions of low and high
interference energy that may affect both the CCA operation of WiFi and data
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packet reception due to the increased bit error probability. To model the ag-
gregate interference, we assume that LTE transmitters are displaced over the
space according to a PPP of constant intensity λl. We denote by Ω the set of
active LTE transmitters, i.e., an LTE interferer located at point X of the spatial
point process contributes to the interference iff it belongs to Ω.

The generic expression of the Poisson distribution with intensity λx for
the number of points in a measurable set A of area A is

Pr{κ = K} =
(
λxA

)K

K!
exp

(
− λxA

)
. (3.1)

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.1: General scenarios for (a) studying CCA affected
by interference and, (b) bit error probability analysis.

The additional assumptions that we use to develop the analysis are the
following. The location of interfering WiFi and LTE nodes are assumed ran-
dom and independent over the space and all links are affected by a path-
dependent loss with exponent α. The path-loss model assumed in this work
is such that l(x, y) = ||x− y||α with one point that coincides with the origin
of the reference system. Further, we assume that the distance r separating an
LTE interfering transmitter and the test WiFi receiver is a random variable
(r.v.) that follows the 2-dimensional uniform distribution with probability
2r
R2 dr in the interval [r, r + dr). Communication links (useful and interfering)
are assumed mutually independent and corrupted by Additive White Gaus-
sian Noise (AWGN) that is assumed to be a circularly symmetric complex
(CN ) random process (n(t)) with zero mean and variance σ2, All links are
affected by Rayleigh distributed amplitude channel fading. Power fading
coefficients (generically denoted by g) are assumed i.i.d. r.vs. with unitary
mean energy.

Referring to Figure 3.1(a), the test WiFi node that carries out ED-CCA
during the downlink transmission of LTE small cells in the same unlicensed
frequency band shall detect the channel busy even if no other WiFi node is
active. Although it follows from CSMA/CA, this has a negative effect on
the WiFi network throughput since the probability to access the channel is
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lower depending also on the type of unlicensed LTE system. The resulting
heterogeneous network can be studied modeling the ED-CCA behavior af-
fected by LTE transmissions whereby probabilities of false alarm (Pfa) and
detection (Pd). Moreover, at the receiver side, the WiFi sampling frequency
is different from the one used in LTE. Thus, we can introduce a re-sampling
factor to model the effect. To completely model it, we should consider the
frequency selective behavior of the phenomena but for the sake of simplic-
ity we introduce a constant re-sampling as shown in the numerical results of
Section 3.3.1

The general approach that will be pursued consists of deriving closed
form expression of the characteristic function (CF) of the ED decision vari-
able (d.v.) Y, with Ψ(v) := E{ejvx} that denotes the CF of a r.v. x. Subse-
quently, we will resort to the Gil-Pelaez inversion theorem [74] to compute
the complementary probability

Pr{X > x} = 1
2
+

1
π

∫ ∞

0
Im
(

Ψ(v)e−jvx

v

)
dv , (3.2)

with Im(·) that denotes the imaginary operator. Through the CF, we can
remove the statistical dependence upon the position of the LTE interfering
devices and channel fading.

(a) LTE interference impact on false
alarm case

(b) LTE interference impact on detection case

FIGURE 3.2: Presence of LTE transmission for studying of WiFi
CCA performance under Case Study "B".

3.2 Effects of Unlicensed LTE on PHY Layer of 802.11

3.2.1 Energy-Detection Analysis

We study the ED receiver when LTE transmissions affect the ED-CCA oper-
ation of WiFi (e.g. IEEE 802.11n). Introducing the false alarm event, we are
able to evaluate the effect of different energy detection thresholds. The initial
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results of this chapter is published in [75]. As mentioned, LTE transmissions
are modeled as an interfering random process. The typical definition of false
alarm and detection is

Pfa(λ) := Pr{Y > λ|H0}, Pd(λ) := Pr{Y > λ|H1}, (3.3)

where H0 and H1 are the two statistical hypotheses of the absence and pres-
ence of signals, respectively, and λ is the energy detection threshold. Con-
ditioning upon the distribution of the interference, channel fading and dis-
tance, the ED decision variable Y follows either a central or a non-central
Chi-Square distribution. We observe that the latter distribution has a non-
centrality parameter (µ) that can be distinguished depending on the active
signals. The CF of the non-central Chi-Square distributed r.v. is Ψ(v) =(
1− j2v

)−Q exp
( jv

1−j2v µ
)
, with 2Q defined as the number of degrees of free-

dom. We analyze two different case studies of interest that will be evaluated
to a great extent in the remainder of the paper and that will be compared in
terms of network throughput.

Case study A: Fixed threshold The energy detection threshold remains
fixed to -62 dBm. False alarm can happen only due to noise and in the pres-
ence of a sufficiently strong signal (LTE or WiFi) the medium will be detected
busy, thus implying that a WiFi node will refrain from transmitting. In this
situation, the WiFi node doing ED-CCA is able to detect any signal that oc-
cupies the communication channel. In the subsequent analysis, we develop
hypothesesH(A)

0 andH(A)
1 .

Case study B: Modified threshold Referring to Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b),
the ED threshold is increased in the presence of LTE transmissions to com-
pensate the higher level of energy over the channel that may otherwise ex-
ceed the ED threshold. Increasing the threshold, a WiFi node can ignore weak
LTE signals, while a strong aggregate LTE power will still cause the channel
to be detected busy.

In Figure 3.2(a), WiFi AP1 is carrying out the ED-CCA operation when no
other WiFi transmission is ongoing (hypothesisH(B)

0 ). In this Case study, we
try to ignore presence of LTE transmission by increasing ED-CCA threshold
and compare the final throughput to the one in Case study A. Figure 3.2(b)
illustrates instead the ED-CCA with different threshold values when another
WiFi transmitter is active (hypothesis H(B)

1 ). Relying on [75], we provide the
expression of the pre-enveloped OFDM signal for WiFi as follows

S(t) =
∞

∑
k=−∞

N−1

∑
n=0

a(k)n p(t− kts)ej2π fnt =
2Q

∑
k=1

xk(t− kts) ,

where 2Q = WT is equal to the number of samples acquired during T = 4µs

ED-CCA time. W is the signal bandwidth, |a(k)n | =
√

εs
N is the signal ampli-

tude of the kth OFDM symbol on the nth sub-carrier, εs is the transmitted
symbol energy, p(t) is the waveform with unitary energy, N is the number
of OFDM sub-carriers with fn = fc + ∆ f (n− N−1

2 ), centered at frequency fc,
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and ∆ f is the sub-carrier spacing (312.5 kHz in 802.11n).
Similarly to the case of a useful signal, the OFDM signal for LTE can be

written as

ξ(t) =
N′−1

∑
m=0

amb(t− υ)ej2π fm(t−υ)+ϕ =
N′−1

∑
m=0

xm(t− υ, ϕ) , (3.4)

where |am| =
√

εI
N′ is the per sub-carrier energy with εI the transmitted LTE

symbol energy, N′ 6= N denotes the number of OFDM sub-carriers, fm =

fc + ∆F(m− N′−1
2 ) and ∆F is the sub-carrier spacing (15 kHz for LTE), b(t) is

the transmitted waveform with unitary energy, υ is a random delay time that
takes into account that the LTE transmission is asynchronous with respect to
the useful WiFi signal, and ϕ is a uniformly distributed r.v. in the interval
[0, 2π).

The aggregate LTE interfering signal can be obtained from equation (3.4)
straightforwardly as I(t) = ∑X∈Ω ξX(t), where ξX stands for the interfering
LTE signal located at point X in the spatial point process. The general expres-
sion of the received signal with interference, corrupted by additive noise and
fading is:

r(t) = hsS(t) +
K

∑
k=1

hIk1kξk(t) + n(t) , (3.5)

where 1k is an indicator r.v. that is one when the k-th interfering signal ξk(t)
is present and zero otherwise. The expression can also be used to evaluate
the benchmarking performance for the ED-CCA affected only by path-loss
and fading setting Ω = ∅. On the other hand, I(t) reduces to ξ(t) in case
exactly one LTE interferer is active.

Terms hs and hIk respectively denote the effect introduced by the channel
fading for the WiFi signal and the k-th LTE signal with h := θejφ(t), which
is such that |h|2 = g after the squaring operation of the ED receiver. Com-
plying with the two statistical hypotheses for false alarm and detection, we
denote by r0 the received signal when no WiFi transmission is on the air (i.e.
hypothesis H0), and with r1 the received signal when the WiFi transmission
is present (i.e. hypothesis H1). The received signal under the case study A
when exactly one LTE interfering signal affects the ED-CCA operation can be
written as

r(A)
0 (t) = n(t), underH(A)

0

r(A)
1 (t) = hsS(t) + hI1ξξ(t) + n(t), underH(A)

1 . (3.6)

where 1ξ is the indicator variable in Case study A for the combination of
useful and interfering signal with hsS(t) + hI1ξξ(t) = XS(t) + 1ξ XI(t). In
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Case study B, we can write

r(B)
0 (t) = hIξ(t) + n(t) = XI(t) + n(t), underH(B)

0

r(B)
1 (t) = hsS(t) + hIξ(t) + n(t)

= XS(t) + XI(t) + n(t), underH(B)
1 . (3.7)

In the rest of the chapter, we assume r(A)
1 (t) = r(B)

1 (t), or in other words
that inH1 both WiFi and interfering signals are present. Since r(t) is the com-
plex envelope of the received signal after carrier frequency down-conversion,
r(t) = rR(t) + jrI(t) and rR(t) (respectively rI(t)) denotes the real (respec-
tively imaginary) part. Relying on [76], the analog d.v. Z (in the continu-
ous time domain) can be found by applying the following operation to the
received signal: Z = 1

2σ2

∫ T
0 |r(t)|

2dt, where T is the integration time and
σ2 = N0

2 is the power spectral density of the additive noise in the real band-
pass signal. After sampling the continuous time problem, we obtain d.v. Y
for the discrete time version of the variable Z as follows

Y =
1

2σ2

2Q

∑
q=1

r2
q

2W
, (3.8)

Due to the assumption that all links are independent, the cross-terms are
neglected and we distinguish the d.v. based on the case studies: H(A)

0 , H(B)
0

andH1, respectively as:

Y(A)
0 =

1
2σ2

2Q

∑
q=1

( n2
q

2W

)
,

Y(B)
0 =

1
2σ2

2Q

∑
q=1

(X2
Iq + n2

q

2W

)
,

Y1 '
1

2σ2

2Q

∑
q=1

(X2
sq + X2

Iq + n2
q

2W

)
, (3.9)

where the approximation in Y(B)
0 holds since the interfering signal and the

noise term are uncorrelated, whereas the approximation in Y1 holds since the
cross-term between WiFi and LTE signal can be neglected due to the differ-
ent spacing and sub-carriers’ number. While Y(A)

0 is central Chi-Square dis-
tributed, Y(B)

0 and Y1 follow a non-central Chi-Square distribution [75] with
non-centrality parameters as

µ(B)
0 =

1
2σ2

2Q

∑
q=1

X2
Iq = gI

2Q · εrI

2σ2 × c

µ1 =
1

2σ2

2Q

∑
q=1

(
X2

sq + X2
Iq
)
= gs2Q

εrs

2σ2 + c× gI2Q
εrI

2σ2 , (3.10)
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where εrs and εrI denote the received WiFi energy and LTE energy per sam-
ple. The factor c is the re-sampling factor that takes into account different
sampling rate in WiFi and LTE.

In the remainder of this section, we will introduce three theorems that
evaluate the two main parameters of ED-CCA mechanism, probability of
false alarm and probability of detection, under different network interfer-
ence scenarios. To this end, we first derive the close form expression of
the characteristic functions considering Rayleigh amplitude fading and path-
loss. Then, the two probabilities can be obtained numerically using the Gil-
Pelaez inversion theorem.

Theorem 1 (No Interference Case). In the no interference case, under statistical
hypothesisH(A)

0 , the false alarm probability is simply computed as Pfa = Γ(Q, λ/σ2)/Γ(Q).
When the signal is affected by Rayleigh amplitude fading and path-loss, the detec-
tion probability Pd can be computed through the CF of the non-central Chi-Square
distribution and equation (3.2) by numerical inversion.

Proof. The proof of the false alarm probability follows from [77] under statis-
tical hypothesisH0(B). For detection, we begin with the expression of the CF,
Ψ(v|g), of the d.v. Y conditioned on the power fading g. Since g is exponen-
tially distributed, we can remove the conditioning whereby the expectation
operation Ψ(v) = Eg(Ψ(v|g)) as follows

Ψ(v) =
1

(1− j2v)Q ×
1

1− jv
1−2jv µ

. (3.11)

Without interference, the non-centrality parameter of the Chi-Square can

be written as: µ = 2Q a2
rs

2σ2 = 2Q εs
N0

r−α
s . We finally apply the Gil-Pelaez inver-

sion theorem to Ψ(v).

Theorem 2 (Single interference Case). In case exactly one LTE interferer is ac-
tive, the false alarm probability Pfa can be obtained through numerical inversion (by
means of equation (3.2)) of the CF Ψ(B)

0 of the d.v. Y(B)
0 with non-centrality µ(B)

0
given in the first of equation (3.10) in statistical hypothesis H0(B). The detection
probability Pd is obtained numerically inverting the CF Ψ1 of the d.v. Y1 under the
statistical hypothesisH1 with non-centrality µ1 in the second of (3.10).

Ψ(B)
0 (v) =

1
(1− j2v)Q ×

2Rα

c× 2Q
εI

N0

jv
j2v− 1

(2 + α)
×

2F1

(
1,

2 + α

α
, 2 +

2
α

,
Rα

2Q εI
N0
( jv

1−2jv )

)
, (3.12)
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Ψ1(v) =
1

(1− j2v)Q ×
1

1− 2Q jvεs
(1−j2v)N0

r−α
s
×

2Rα

c× 2Q εI
N0

jv
j2v−1

×
2F1

(
1, 2+α

α , 2 + 2
α , Rα

2Q εI
N0

(
jv

1−2jv )

)
2 + α

, (3.13)

where 2F1(·) the hypergeometric function and rs is the ED-CCA range that
is varied for results that is shown in the numerical results of Section 3.3.1.

The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix A.1.
Lemma 2: For any s ∈ C, with path-loss exponent α > 2 and R > 0 the

following integral holds:

∫ ∞

0

1
1 + s−1rα

2r
R2 dr =

2πs2/α csc(2π
α )

αR2 , (3.14)

where we have used the 2-dimensional uniform distribution. Equation (3.14)
is proved in Appendix A.2.

Theorem 3 (Aggregate interference Case). Reusing the assumptions of Theorem
2, the probabilities of false alarm and detection affected by aggregate LTE interference
can be derived by numerical inversion of the corresponding characteristic functions
Ψ(B)

0 and Ψ1 obtained respectively under statistical hypothesesH(B)
0 andH1.

Ψ(B)
0 (v) =

1
(1− 2jv)Q× exp

(
− λl

( jv
−1 + j2v

2QcεI

N0

)2/α 2π2

α
csc
(2π

α

))
,

(3.15)

Ψ1(v) =
1

(1− j2v)Q ×
1

1− 2Q jvεs
(1−j2v)N0

×

exp
(
− λl

(
jv

(−1 + j2v)
c× 2Q× εI

N0

)2/α 2π2

α
csc
(2π

α

))
, (3.16)

The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix A.3.

3.2.2 Bit Error Probability analysis

To conduct the BEP analysis, we rely on the work developed in [43] for M-
QAM. We will develop the BEP with aggregate LTE interference, single LTE
interferer as well as without. We assume that the signal from a test WiFi
transmitter is sent to the intended recipient at distance ru as in Figure 3.1(b).
The test transmission is affected by WiFi intra-network interference (interfer-
ence of other WiFi transmitters caused by missed detection or simultaneous
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transmissions). Such process is modeled with a PPP of intensity λw. The
aggregate LTE interfering process is also a PPP of intensity λl. The WiFi
transmitters use M-QAM while LTE transmitters M′-QAM. The derivations
shown hereinafter are done under the assumption of Rayleigh distributed
amplitude channel fading and log-normal distributed shadowing, further
conditioned upon the WiFi link distance ru. As in [43], we consider the case in
which the position of the interferer devices slowly varies in time (reasonable
in indoors).

Let us write the aggregate interference as U = ∑∞
i=1

e2σIGi
rα

i
Xi, where σI de-

notes the shadowing factor, Gi ∼ N (0, 1) and Xi is approximated by a zero-
mean circularly symmetric (CS) complex Gaussian r.v. with variance that de-
pends upon the energy of the interference: Xi ∼ Nc(0, 2E). For any location
in space of the interfering transmitters, we denote A = ∑∞

i=1
e2σIGi

rα
i

, which is

modeled with a skewed Stable distributed r.v.: A ∼ S
(

2/α, 1, πλlC−1
2/αe2σ2

I /(α/2)2
)

,

with Cx := (1− x)/
(
Γ(2− x) cos(πx/2)

)
for x 6= 1, Cx = 2/π if x = 1 and

Γ(·) the Gamma function. Resorting to [43] the r.v. U is modeled as the sum
of independent CS Gaussian r.vs. and U ∼ Nc

(
0, V

)
.

We continue the BEP analysis assuming that both useful and interfering
symbols in their respective constellations are equiprobable and that the con-
stellation is symmetric with respect to the complex plane, as in the case of
M-QAM or M′-QAM modulation. In this way, it holds that V = 2AεI,sym/3,
in which the energy of an LTE interfering symbol can be written as εI,sym =
log2(M′)εbI and for a WiFi transmission the symbol energy is as εs,sym =

log2(M)εbs. We compute εbs = Pts
Rbs

, with Pts the transmitted power of WiFi

and Rbs the transmission rate; similarly, εbI =
PtI
RbI

is the energy per bit mea-
sured 1 m away from the interfering transmitter.

The BEP can be found from the average symbol error probability obtained
in [43] using the approximation that is shown below (this typically holds for
high SNR values).

Pb(η) '
( 4

log2 M
×
(
1− 1√

M

)
× `π

2

)
−
( 4

log2 M
×
(
1− 1√

M

)2 × `π
4

)
,

(3.17)

where

`y =
1
π

∫ y

0

(
1 +

gb

sin2 x
η
)−1dx , (3.18)

gb =
3 log2 M
2(M−1) and η is the average received SINR. The general expression

that was obtained in [43] is given below:

η :=
e2σsGs

rα
u(V + 1)

× εbs

N0
. (3.19)

with σs the shadowing factor for the useful link.
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For the aggregate LTE interference case, the expression above can be rewrit-
ten as:

ηagg =
e2σs × log2 M× εbs

N0

rα
u(Vagg + 1)

, (3.20)

where

Vagg =
2εbI/3

N0
×E{∆α/2} × log2 M′

×λlπ
[Γ(2− 2

α ) cos(π
α )

1− 2
α

]
× Γ

(
1 +

2
α

)
e

2σ2
s

(α/2)2 . (3.21)

Where ∆ is the factor to denote the number of active LTE and is distributed
uniformly over interval [0,1]. Relying on [78], we can show that E{∆α/2} =
nLte

2 + 2nLte(1−nLte)α
α+2 , with nLte the probability of of having LTE transmission

when Wi-Fi is active in downlink. It is worth noting the presence of E{∆α/2}
in equation (3.21) is due to asynchronously of Wi-Fi and LTE stations.
To find the BEP with exactly one LTE interferer within the Wi-Fi range, we
can reuse (3.17) but with the SINR computed as follows

ηone =
2b
a
× Rα

2 + α
×

2F1

(
1, 2+α

α , 2 + 2
α ,−Rα

a

)
Γ(1 + 2/α)

. (3.22)

where a and b have the following expressions:

a =
2
3

e2σs log2 M′ × εbI

N0
, b = e2σs log2 M× εbs

N0
r−α

u

The proof of equation (3.22) is given in Appendix A.4. We can compute the
average BEP in an AWGN channel for M-QAM modulation using (3.20) for
the case of V → 0 (negligible aggregate interference power) to obtain ηawgn.

From the BEP, we can also compute the packet error probability (PEP) of
an uncoded data packet transmission: Pe(η) = 1− (1− Pb(η))

` f , where `f is
the frame size in bits and η is computed as ηagg, ηone or ηawgn.

We notice that the BEP due to other WiFi signals (P(WiFi)
b ) is computed by

substituting the intensity λw as well as transmitted power and modulation
order of WiFi signals (εbs, M) in equation (3.21).
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FIGURE 3.3: One-dimensional Markov Chain modeling BEB.

3.3 Effects of Unlicensed LTE on MAC layer of 802.11

3.3.1 Saturated 802.11 Throughput Analysis

The average throughput of the 802.11 network under saturation conditions,
including modified ED-CCA and PEP in the model, is obtained whereby the
one-dimensional Markov Chain (MC) model of the Binary Exponential Back-
off (BEB) shown in Figure 3.3. We can reuse the model in [79] and rely on [80]
provided that the constant transition probability in the MC model is modi-
fied appropriately. Referring to Figure 3.3, the ith state of the Markov model
denotes the ith backoff state of a WiFi node, being Πi the respective steady
state probability. As per the 802.11 CSMA/CA, the contention window can
be doubled only until the maximum backoff exponent mb is met, and a data
packet can be transmitted only up to Mb times before this is discarded and
removed from the queue of the device. The main result that we will demon-
strate is provided in equation (3.31). The general expression of the average
WiFi throughput is

S :=
[Expected No. o f bits in Success f ul Transmission]

[Average slot duration]
. (3.23)

In the numerator of equation (3.23), the following two terms contribute to the
throughput on average:

I : Probability of WiFi packet to successfully survive collisions with LTE
transmissions when the medium is assessed idle after ED-CCA.

II : Probability of WiFi packet to survive collisions while an ongoing trans-
mission (WiFi, LTE or both signals) is miss-detected after ED-CCA.

Let us denote with τ the probability that a randomly selected test WiFi
node will transmit over the wireless channel and with nw the exact number of
WiFi competing stations. Since the spatial process of WiFi stations is assumed
PPP distributed with intensity λw, this will be taken in account whereby
nw = λw|A|. Reusing the approach in [79], we can define τ := 2

1+CW
, where

CW denotes the WiFi contention window (CW) size averaged with respect to
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the backoff state in Figure 3.3. From the figure, the constant transition proba-
bility, Pg, can be found in terms of the conditional collision probability P, Pd,
Pfa and the packet error probability Pe(η). Conditioning on nw, it is easy to
establish that Ptr = 1− (1− τ)nw is the probability that at least one WiFi node
transmits over the wireless medium. Moreover, the conditional collision
probability of the WiFi channel can be expressed as P = 1−

(
1− τ

)(nw−1),
whereas Ps and Pc respectively denote the probabilities of packet success and
collision:

Ps = nwτ(1− τ)nw−1,

Pc = 1− (1− τ)nw − nwτ(1− τ)nw−1 . (3.24)

The hurdle in the analysis is due to the non-linear relation between τ and
P. The probability Pg describes the possible events that cause the transition
from the i-th to the (i+ 1)-th state in the MC model. Below, we describe those
events:

I : Test WiFi packet does not survive the collision with other WiFi trans-
missions when the same contention window is selected by more than
one node after DIFS.

II : Test WiFi packet does not survive the collision due to miss-detection of
other transmissions (WiFi only or both LTE and WiFi).

III : Test WiFi packet does not survive collision with LTE transmission after
sensing the channel idle.

IV : Loss of packets due to channel fading, path-loss and noise when only
the test packet has been transmitted.

In the throughput analysis, we distinguish the PEP between the case of
packet collisions due to other WiFi signals (P(WiFi)

e ) and LTE signals (Pe(η)).
Both probabilities are computed based on the analysis derived in Section
3.2.2. We denote with P(sys)

e the PEP in the presence of both LTE and other
WiFi transmissions which instead computed as: P(sys)

e = P(WiFi)
e + Pe(η) −

P(WiFi)
e × Pe(η). We are now able to write explicitly Pg as follows

Pg(nw, Pfa(λ), Pd(λ, r), Pts, PtI, Pb(rs), `f) =

P× P(WiFi)
e + P×ω(nw) + (1− P)× $(nw), (3.25)

where ω(nw) and $(nw) are written as

ω = P(sys)
e × (1− Pnw−1

d ),

$ = Pe(η)× (1− Pfa) . (3.26)

Since the spatial deployment of WiFi nodes is PPP, we can remove the de-
pendence upon nw in equations (3.25) and (3.26).Therefore, to find the transi-
tion probability Pg independent on specif values of nw, we rewrite equation
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(3.26) as:

ω = P(sys)
e

(
1− Pd

−1 × e−nw(1−Pd)
)

,

$ = Pe(η)× (1− Pfa) . (3.27)

The proof of equation (3.27) is provided in Appendix A.5.
Relying on the method in [79], the average CW has the following expres-

sion:

CW = W0
( 1− Pg

1− (Pg)Mb+1

)
×
(1− (2Pg)mb

1− 2Pg

)
+ W02mb Pmb

g ×
(1− (Pg)Mb+1−mb

1− (Pg)Mb+1

)
.

(3.28)

Using the inequality in [79, eq. 10], we are able to obtain a simple polynomial
equation of degree Mb + 2.

2(1− PMb+1
g )(nw − 1)($−ω− P(sys)

e ) =

($− Pg)
(

1 + W0 + PgW0

mb−1

∑
i=1

(2Pg)
i − PMb+1

g (1−WM)
)

(3.29)

Since the MC is ergodic, the polynomial equation admits only one valid
solution that is the positive real root other than the obvious case when the
root is one. After solving the polynomial equation above with respect to
Pg, we can insert it in equation (3.28) to obtain the average contention win-
dow size and hence τ. Based on the knowledge of this latter probability, we
are able to compute the probabilities Ptr, Ps and Pc. Considering the PPP
deployment of WiFi nodes and considering the fact that nw(1 − τ)nw−1 =

− ∂
∂τ (1− τ)nw , we can obtain the average probabilities of success and colli-

sion with the same approach used in equation (3.27):

Ps = τnwe−τnw

Pc = 1− e−τnw − τnwe−τnw (3.30)

S =

(
Ps(1− Pe(η))(1− Pfa) + Pc(1− Pd)(1− P(sys)

e )
)
× `f

(Tslot + TOPPfa)(1− Ptr) + PsTcPe(η) + PsTs(1− Pe(η)) + PcTcP(sys)
e + PcTs(1− P(sys)

e )
.

(3.31)

For the sake of computing the average throughput, we also denote with
Ts and Tc the success and collision times, respectively, as follows:

Ts = Tmac + Tphy + DIFS + SIFS + TPayload + TAck + 2× TDelay,

Tc = Tmac + Tphy + DIFS + TPayload + TDelay,
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where TPayload = `f
Rbs

and Rbs is the Wi-Fi bit rate. We shall denote with
Tslot the duration of an idle time slot that coincides with that of a backoff.
Moreover, we take into account that the medium can be occupied by LTE
transmissions and during that time Wi-Fi nodes refrain from transmitting
since the channel can be detected busy based on the energy detection. To
model this in simple manner, we take into account an additional idle time
interval in equation (3.31) denoted by TOP, which is equivalent to either TxOP
used in LTE-LAA or the ON period of LTE-u.

TABLE 3.1: Parameters to evaluate Saturated numerical results

Param. Description Value
PtI LTE transmit power {10, 18, 24} dBm
Pts WiFi transmit power 20 dBm
R Radius of the area A 30 m
ru WiFi transmission range 0 ≤ ru ≤ R
α Path-loss exponent 4 (indoors)
λl Density of LTE aggregate

interference
0.0014 nodes/m2

λw Density of WiFi nodes 0.0018 nodes/m2

RbI LTE bit rate (16 QAM &
20MHz )

67 Mbps

Rbs WiFi bit rate (QPSK, 16
QAM, 64 QAM)

19.5, 39, 58.5 Mbps [81]

f (lte)s LTE sampling frequency 30.72 MHz
f (wifi)
s WiFi sampling frequency 20 MHz

nbI Number of bits per LTE
symbol

4 in case of 16-QAM

nsI Number of samples per LTE
symbol

2208 [82]

Tmac MAC header 224 bits
Tphy PHY header time 20 µs
DIFS DCF Inter-frame spacing 34 µs
SIFS Shortest Inter-frame spac-

ing
16 µs

W0 Initial CW size 16 back-off slots
TAck Ack Delay 300 µs
TDelay Propagation delay 1 µs
`f Frame Size (Bytes) 256-4256
Mb Max. packet retries 7
mb Max. backoff stages 6
σs Channel shadowing factor 10 dB
TOP Channel Occupancy Time 4 ms
nLte Probability of Active LTE 0.025
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3.3.2 Saturated Throughput Numerical Results

Table 3.1 shows the numerical parameters that we plug in the analytical
work done in previous sections. As mentioned, the study focuses on the 5
GHz unlicensed band. Moreover, we rely on a WiFi system with 20 MHz
channel bandwidth, 20 dBm transmit power and N = 52 OFDM data sub-
carriers (e.g. IEEE 802.11n that operates in mixed mode [83]). To evaluate
ED-CCA performance, both received WiFi energy and interference energy
are collected over 4 µs. The LTE system bandwidth is assumed to be also
W = 20 MHz with N′ = 12 sub-carriers in one resource block. While dif-
ferent modulations were evaluated, we show and plot the effects of one of
the (i.e. 16-QAM modulated LTE downlink data transmissions) to reduce the
number of figures in this dissertation. The path-loss exponent is assumed
to be α = 4 for both LTE and WiFi signals (indoor scenarios). In equations
(3.12) to (3.15) the energy of the interfering signal is calculated with the near
field hypothesis (i.e. energy computed 1m away from the transmitter) for
different values of the LTE transmitted power, since the dependency on in-
terferer’s location was removed within the area of radius R. As discussed in
Section 3.2.2, nLte represents the probability of LTE transmission when Wi-
Fi is active. It can refer to either ON period of LTE-u or the probability of
hidden node problem in LAA. The selected value of 0.025 is the minimum
portion of ON duration based on duty cycle pattern [11].

Relying on [84], in equation (3.32) we perform a simplified link budget
analysis to compute the received SNR per bit, i.e. ε/N0, for both WiFi and
LTE transmissions with a transmitted energy per bit generally computed
as ε = Pt/Rb, at a rate of Rb bits/s. Further, a constant re-sampling factor
due to the different sampling frequencies in LTE and WiFi is introduced as
c := f (lte)s / f (wifi)

s . During the ED-CCA operation, the received WiFi energy
ε
(CCA)
rs and the interference energy ε

(CCA)
rI , respectively, can be expressed as:

ε
(CCA)
rs =

( Pts

L(r)

)
× 1

f (wifi)
s

× 2Q

ε(CCA)
rI =

(
nbI ×

PtI/RbI

L0

)
× c× 2Q

nsI
, (3.32)

where L is the path-loss at distance r, L0 = L(1) the path-loss at one meter
and 2Q = 80 is the numbers of samples during detection. To compute L we
assume a noise figure equal to 15 dB.

We show the results for the ED-CCA analysis in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 for the
case study A and B, respectively, as described in Section 3.2.1. The yellow
curve describing Pfa for noise only as in Case study A is shown in Figure
3.5(a). From Figure 3.4, we notice that the presence of interference yields
a slight increase in the detection probability due to higher energy collected
during sensing when the threshold is fixed to -62 dBm. Figure 3.5(a) illus-
trates Pfa in Case study B varying the energy detection threshold λ and we
notice that interference yields always higher false alarm (i.e. H(B)

0 ) compared
to noise only (i.e. H(A)

0 ). The probability Pd in Case study B is shown instead
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FIGURE 3.4: Case study A, threshold -62 dBm

in Figure 3.5(b) varying the sensing range rs for 18 dBm and 24 dBm of the
LTE transmitted power and using both analyses of single and aggregate LTE
interference. Unlike Case study A, the detection can be reduced changing
the threshold for detection depending on the value of P∗fa that is targeted to
remain constant. For aggregate LTE interference and 24 dBm of transmitted
power (referred to as severe condition), in Case study B with threshold equal
to -62 dBm, the false alarm probability increases to 0.1 as shown in Figure
3.5(a). Thus, the ED threshold has to be increased to nearly -46 dBm when
we fix the target P∗fa ≤ 0.01. With single LTE interfering transmitter and 18
dBm of transmitted power, the threshold has to be increased to 60.5 dBm.
Figure 3.5(b) allows to conclude also that, in severe interference condition,
targeting P∗d = 0.9 corresponds to 65% loss in the WiFi ED-CCA range rs:
from 15 m without interference to 5 meters.

Figure 3.6 shows the BEP results obtained through the analysis in Section
3.2.2 respectively for WiFi modulations 64-QAM, 16-QAM, and QAM with
and without interference while varying the WiFi link distance. All curves are
obtained setting the LTE transmitted power to 18 dBm. As expected, LTE
transmissions in the same band of WiFi cause the BEP to increase, which
degrades the WiFi throughput.

To compute the WiFi throughput in Case study A we insert in equation
(3.31) the values of Pfa � 0.01 and Pd > 0.9 that are obtained when assuming
the threshold -62 dBm. Furthermore, we fix rs = 15 m based on the ED-CCA
performance that are achieved without LTE. For Case study B, we pick the
minimum threshold that guarantees P∗fa ≤ 0.01. Based on that we can find
the corresponding Pd when fixing rs = 15 m. Throughput results are shown
in Figure 3.7 to 3.9 for different values of the LTE transmitted power. The first
sub-plot in each figure shows the throughput versus the WiFi link distance
ru for frame size ` f = 4096 bytes. The second sub-plot in each figure shows
instead throughput versus the frame size while ru = 3.5 m.
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The results in Figure 3.7 to 3.9 show the sensitivity of the WiFi through-
put with respect to both the ED threshold and LTE transmitted power. We
notice that also the number of active LTE transmitters plays a major role.
For instance, aggregate interference causes the collapse of the WiFi network
throughput due to increased BEP values. Based on the results, to achieve
simple coordination between WiFi and LTE the LTE transmitted power can
be tuned to 10 dBm or lower and enable a single LTE small cell active in
downlink to avoid the disruption of WiFi. On the other hand, increase the
energy detection has always negative effect since it favors the heterogeneous
network to become an Aloha system.

Figure 3.10 shows the combined effect of the LTE transmitted power and
the WiFi link distance ru on the WiFi throughput for Case study A. No active
LTE transmitter, single active LTE transmitter and aggregate LTE transmis-
sions are analyzed for a 64-QAM modulation used in the WiFi link. From the
figure, we notice that single LTE transmitter causes the achievable range ru to
shrink (e.g. 4 m for 10 dBm of LTE transmitted power) but with LTE power
values lower than 10 dBm, the WiFi throughput can be preserved.

In Figure 3.11, we show the spectral efficiency of the WiFi network ver-
sus ru, comparing the cases with LTE transmissions to the case without. The
spectral efficiency was computed by numerically finding the maximum WiFi
throughput over the three modulations 64-QAM, 16-QAM and QAM for each
value of ru and dividing by the WiFi system bandwidth. We notice that, with
a LTE transmitted power of 18 dBm, the distance at which WiFi will start us-
ing 16-QAM reduces from 4.5 m without LTE to 3.5 m with single active LTE
transmitter. With aggregate LTE transmissions no sustainable modulation
format can be used after 2.5 m.
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3.4 Unsaturated WiFi Analysis in a Poisson Field
of Interference

This section aims to develop an analytical method to compute the average
throughput of an unsaturated WiFi network in the 5 GHz band generaliz-
ing the cases of interference. Compared to the works done in sections 3.2.1
and 3.3.1, here we do not consider two different use cases for energy detec-
tion mechanism but we define new hypothesis to evaluate the performance
of CCA affected by general OFDM-based signals other than WiFi (i.e. inter-
network interference). We then expand the one dimensional Markov-chain
to the unsaturated conditions. As the presence of interference in this sec-
tion is generalized to any OFDM-based systems, we do not consider specific
LTE signals. Thus, we need to briefly evaluate the CCA mechanism again
and then use it for the unsaturated analysis of CSMA/CA. As a result, some
computation in CCA mechanism are similar to the ones in section 3.2.1, but
with different approach.

3.4.1 Clear Channel Assessment

Since the goal of this section is to find a tractable WiFi unsaturated through-
put when affected by any OFDM-based system, we do not consider the two
use cases introduced in Section 3.2.1. Thus, we reformulate the d.vs. in equa-
tion (3.9) based on the new hypothesis as follows.

We define three statistical hypotheses to evaluate presence/absence of in-
terference:

• When 1S = 1k = 0, which defines hypothesis H0 to evaluate the false
alarm probability (Pfa).

• When 1S = 1k = 1, which defines hypothesisH1 to evaluate the detec-
tion probability in the presence of both intra- and inter-network inter-
ferer signals (Pd1).

• When 1k = 1 but 1S = 0; which defines hypothesis H2 to evaluate the
detection probability in presence of inter-network interferer signals but
absence of intra-network signals (Pd2).

We also mention that the hypothesis of presence of WiFi signal and noise (i.e.
1k = 0, 1S = 1) is used only for performance comparison in the numerical
results by assuming ξk(t) → 0 ∀k ∈ K in equation (3.5). Based on these
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hypothesis the different d.v.’s are expressed as:

Y0 =
1

2σ2

Ns

∑
q=1

( n2
q

2W

)
, hyp.H0

Y1 '
1

2σ2

Ns

∑
q=1

(X2
Sq + X2

Iq + n2
q

2W

)
, hyp.H1

Y2 =
1

2σ2

Ns

∑
q=1

(X2
Iq + n2

q

2W

)
, hyp.H2 (3.33)

with Ns degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter:

µ1 =
1

2σ2

Ns

∑
q=1

(
X2
Sq + X2

Iq
)
= gSNs

εrS
2σ2 + gINs

εrI

2σ2 ,

where εrS and εrI denote respectively the received intra- and inter-network
interference energy per sample during CCA. gS and gI are the i.i.d. exponen-
tially distributed power fading coefficients of 802.11 and interference signals.
Similarly, Y2 also follows a non-central Chi-square distribution with the same
degrees of freedom but non-centrality µ2 = 1

2σ2 ∑Ns
q=1 X2

Iq = gINs
εrI
2σ2 . We re-

mark that underH0 the d.v. follows a central Chi-Square distribution, which
is the condition to evaluate the false alarm probability in absence of any sig-
nal.

Under hypotheses H1 and H2, two distinct detection events with respec-
tive probabilities Pd1 and Pd2 are computed in case of Rayleigh fading and
path-loss that affect the signal propagation. We use the Gil-Pelaez inversion
integral [74] and the Characteristic Function (CF) approach Ψ(v) := E{ejvx},
where E{.} represents the expected value. Thus, we need to find the CFs
of the non-central Chi-square r.v’s. with non-centralities µ1 and µ2, respec-
tively. Relying on [75], and with the same methods already mentioned in
Section 3.2.1, the CF of the d.v’s. under statistical hypothesisH1 andH2 are

Ψ1(v) =
1

(1− j2v)Ns
× 1

1− jvεrSNsr−α
v

(1−j2v)N0

×

exp
(
− λl

( jv
(−1 + j2v)

× εrINs

N0

)2/α 2π2

α
csc
(2π

α

))
, (3.34)

Ψ2(v) =
1

(1− j2v)Ns
×

exp
(
− λl

( jv
(−1 + j2v)

× εrINs

N0

)2/α 2π2

α
csc
(2π

α

))
, (3.35)

where λl is the density of the PPP distributed interfering nodes (i.e. K → ∞)
within the area A = πR2 and α is the path-loss exponent. Finally, Pd1 and
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Pd2 can be obtained through numerical inversion of their CFs, using the Gil-

Pelaez inversion integral:
(

Pr{X > Λ} = 1
2 +

1
π

∫ ∞
0 Im

(Ψ(v)e−jvΛ

v
)
dv
)

.

3.4.2 Unsaturated CSMA/CA Analysis

After deriving the effect of both inter- and intra-network interference on ED-
CCA and PEP (the same as in Section 3.2.2), in this section we evaluate the
performance of CSMA/CA to model the Binary Exponential Back-off (BEB).
We will obtain the general unsaturated 802.11 throughput expression that is
simple to evaluate and allows to model accurately both Layer-1 and Layer-
2 for evaluating network performance, which yields a cross-layer analysis
approach.

Figure 3.12 shows the one-dimension MC model of the BEB. In unsatu-
rated conditions, WiFi nodes contend for channel access i f f there are pack-
ets in the queue awaiting for transmission. All states of the ergodic MC are
characterized by a steady state probability Πi, with Π−1 that denotes the
thinking state. A WiFi node can leave this state with probability Pb or remain
with 1− Pb. The MC is analyzed at the embedded time instants of back-off
counter zero.

To derive the transition probability (Pg), we rely on the analysis devel-
oped in Section 3.4.1 for the target node. CCA is done in all back-off slots,
as well as during the Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS). In the last back-
off slot, if the channel is sensed idle, the packet will be transmitted and the
MAC will wait a Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) to receive the ACK frame.
If the ACK is not received, the contention window (CW) size is doubled and
a new back-off counter uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2iCW] is se-
lected in the i-th back-off stage. The process returns to state 0 with probabil-
ity Pb(1− Pg) if at least one packet is waiting for transmission or, otherwise,
to the thinking state with probability (1− Pb)(1− Pg). The only exception is
the final steady state (Mb) where the process returns to state 0 and −1 with
probabilities Pb and (1− Pb), respectively. We are now able to develop the
transition probability as:

Pg = P(nw) · P(sys)
e + P(nw) ·ω + (1− P(nw)) · $ , (3.36)

where P(nw) = 1−
(
1− τ

)nw−1 is the conditional collision probability, τ =
2

1+CW
the average transmission probability, CW the average contention win-

dow size and nw the number of WiFi nodes competing for the channel access
[85]. On the other hand, ω and $ are as follows:

ω(nw) = P(sys)
e · (1− Pnw−1

d1 ), $ = P(int)
e · (1− Pd2), (3.37)

where we write P(sys)
e = P(WiFi)

e + P(int)
e − P(WiFi)

e · P(int)
e . Also, P(WiFi)

e and P(int)
e

are found with the same methods in Section 3.2.2. The right hand side of
equation (3.36) is composed of three probabilities with each describing the
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FIGURE 3.12: One-dimensional Markov Chain modeling BEB.

event of moving from state i to state i + 1 in Figure 3.12 (i ∈ [0, Mb]). We
explain the terms below:

• Event of packets collision due to simultaneous transmission of at least
two WiFi nodes in case they chose the same number of back-off slots
after DIFS and in the presence of inter-network interference (P · P(sys)

e ).

• Event of packets collision between the target node transmission and at
least another WiFi node that misses the detection in presence of inter-
network interference (P ·ω).

• Event of packets collision when the target node misses the detection of
other signals in absence of intra-network interference

(
(1− P) · $

)
.

Since also WiFi nodes are PPP distributed, we can average ω in equation
(3.26) with respect to nw as shown below:

ω = P(sys)
e ×

(
1− Pd1

−1 × e−nw(1−Pd1)
)

, (3.38)

Solving the MC model, the steady state probabilities, π−1 and π0 are:

π−1 =
π0

Pb
(1− Pb)(1− Pg)

Mb−1

∑
i=0

Pi
g + PM

g (1− Pb) ,

π0 =
1

1−Pb
Pb

+ ∑Mb
i=0 Pi

g

. (3.39)

Moreover, relying on [79], we can find the average CW size:

CW = W0π0 ×
(

mb−1

∑
i=0

(2Pg)
i +

Mb

∑
i=mb

2mb Pi
g

)
=

W0Pb(1− Pg)∑mb−1
i=0 (2Pg)i + PbWMPmb

g (1− PMb+1−mb
g )

(1− Pb)(1− Pg) + Pb(1− PMb+1
g )

, (3.40)

where W02mb = WM is the maximum CW value. We exploit that P ≤ τ(1−
π−1)(nw− 1) in which we plug the expressions of τ based on equation (3.40)
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and P from equation (3.25) to obtain a polynomial of degree Mb + 2.

(Pg − $)(1 + CW)− 2
(

P(sys)
e + $−ω

)
(nw − 1)(1− π−1) ≤ 0

Solving the polynomial for Pg, we can easily compute CW and τ. The
structure of the polynomial ensures the existence of only one positive real
solution other than one.

3.4.3 Unsaturated 802.11 Throughput Computation

To introduce a model as realistic as possible to quantify IEEE 802.11 unsat-
urated throughput, we rely on the analysis done in section 3.4.2 to find out
probabilities of success and collision as well as comprising affected ED-CCA
and PEP shown in sections 3.4.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.

The average WiFi network throughput (S) is defined as the fraction of
the channel access time that is needed to successfully transmit packets (i.e.
reception of the acknowledgment frame) [85]. Referring to equation (3.41),
successful transmission corresponds to two events: 1) only the target node
transmits but missing the detection of inter-network transmitters (i.e. Hy-
pothesis H2); 2) the target node transmission collides with other WiFi packets
due to miss-detection (i.e. Hypothesis H1) but surviving the collision. Based
on the probabilities corresponding to these two events, we compute the av-
erage system throughput while in the denominator of (3.41) we include the
probabilities of all possible events, including the probability Pidle of an idle
time slot (Tslot). The unconditional probabilities of success (Ps) and collision
(Pc) are:

S =
Ps(1− P(int)

e )(1− Pd2) + Pc(1− P(sys)
e )(1− Pd1)

Tslot(Pidle) + PsTcP(int)
e + PsTs(1− P(int)

e ) + PcTcP(sys)
e + PcTs(1− P(sys)

e )
× `f .

(3.41)

Ps(nw) = nwτ(1− τ)nw−1, Pc(nw) = 1− Pidle − Ps . (3.42)

The idle probability is computed as Pidle(nw) = (1− τ(1− π−1))
nw with

1 − π−1 the probability of at least one packet in the buffer of a node. We
average Pidle, Ps and Pc, with respect to nw, through the same method in
appendix A.5, using that nw(1− τ)nw−1 = − ∂

∂τ (1− τ)nw :

Ps = τnwe−τnw , Pidle = e−(1−π−1)nw

Pc = 1− Pidle − Ps . (3.43)

For computing the average throughput, we write the success time as Ts =
Tmac + Tphy + DIFS + SIFS + TPayload + TAck + 2× TDelay and collision time
as Tc = Tmac + Tphy + DIFS + TPayload + TDelay with TPayload = `f/Rbs. Fi-
nally, the probability Pb is modeled based on the assumption that inter-arrival
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times of new packets are exponentially distributed within the Tslot time in-
terval: Pb = 1− e−δTslot and δ denotes the constant arrival process intensity.

3.4.4 Model Validation and Numerical Results

Let us first consider the case without inter-network interference: when PtI →
0 mW, from equation (3.33), H2 ' H0, which leads to the fact that Pd2 →
Pfa. Under this condition and setting the energy detection threshold (Λ) to
−62 dBm the false alarm probability tends to be very small (Pd2 → Pfa ' 0).
Moreover, we can see from equations (3.17) and (3.20) that P(int)

e → P(noise)
e ,

where P(noise)
e is the packet error probability due to noise only. In the ideal

case in which P(noise)
e = 0, P(WiFi)

e = 1 (i.e. P(sys)
e = 1), Pd2 = 0, Pd1 = 1 and

π−1 = 0 (saturation condition), we can find results in [85] from equations
(3.25), (3.42), and (3.41).

From numerical evaluation using the values in Table 3.2, we found P(sys)
e ≈

1, so that the second term in the numerator of (3.41) has negligible contribu-
tion.

All devices operate for center frequency fc = 5 GHz and bandwidth 20
MHz. WiFi nodes transmitted power (Pts = Ptu) is fixed to 20 dBm, whereas
that of inter-network interfering nodes (PtI) is varied. We assume path-loss
exponent α = 4 to model an indoor environment. λl = 3.5× 10−3 nodes/m2

to have, on average, one inter-network interfering node within the range R.
The density of competing intra-network WiFi nodes λw may vary. The re-
ceived interference energy per sample used in equations (3.34) and (3.35) for
the two types of interference are

εrS =
Pts/N0

NF · L0
× 1

f (wi f i)
s

, εrI =
PtI/N0

NF · L0
× 1

f (wi f i)
s

,

where L0 is the free space path-loss at 1 meter, N0 = −174 dBm/Hz and
NF = 10 dB is the noise figure.

Figures 3.13(a), 3.13(b), and 3.13(c) respectively illustrate the normalized
WiFi throughput varying Pb, `f and nw. To show the results for QAM, 16-
QAM and 64-QAM, we consider the bit rates of the IEEE 802.11ac in SISO
mode: 19.5, 39 and 78 Mbps. We notice that the additional presence of inter-
network interference power (i.e. PtI) has high impact on the throughput com-
pared to the case with intra-network interference, path-loss and fading only
(green curves). Moreover, upon comparing the curves in figures 3.13(a) and
3.13(c), we notice that the system throughput will remain almost the same
after a certain point (i.e. Pb ≈ 0.05 and nw ≈ 5), whereas depending on
the interference power, the WiFi throughput can have a maximal point as a
function of `f as shown in Figure 3.13(b). As anticipated, our analytical tool
can help to predict and optimize the WiFi network throughput in realistic
inter-/intra-network spatial interference distribution.
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FIGURE 3.13: Normalized WiFi throughput, SNR ≈ 30 dB,
Λ = −62 dBm
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TABLE 3.2: Parameters to evaluate Unsaturated numerical re-
sults

Param.Description Value
R Radius of the area A 30 m
ru Useful link distance 0 ≤ ru ≤

R
f (wi f i)
s WiFi sampling fre-

quency
20 MHz

Tmac MAC header time 224bits/Rbs
Tphy Physical header time 20 µs
DIFS DCF Inter-frame space 34 µs
SIFS Short Inter-frame

Space
16 µs

W0 Initial CW size 16
TAck Ack Delay 300 µs
TDelay Propagation delay 1 µs
Mb Max. packet retries 7
mb Max. backoff stage 6

3.5 Conclusion of the Chapter

In this chapter, we developed an analytical method to evaluate the effect
of LTE transmissions that overlay with WiFi in the 5 GHz unlicensed band
studying two main aspects: WiFi clear channel assessment at the physical
layer and the MAC layer throughput in saturation condition of the network.
Although mechanisms already exist (e.g. LTE-u and LTELAA) to avoid si-
multaneous transmission of LTE with WiFi, we noticed that even these meth-
ods may not solve completely the challenge of co-existence specially in in-
doors environments. To quantify the impact of LTE transmissions on the
WiFi clear channel assessment, we modeled the effect of LTE as a random in-
terfering process resorting to the characteristic function approach for the en-
ergy detector receiver. This has allowed us to identify different thresholds for
the energy detection to maintain the false alarm probability constant. More-
over, we have modeled the WiFi throughput resorting to a one-dimensional
Markov chain model. The combination of the two approaches led to obtain
the WiFi network throughput in realistic propagation conditions that are typ-
ical of an indoor environment, modeling at the same time several WiFi net-
work constraints. From our results, we noticed that the values of the LTE
transmitted power and the number of active transmitters affect the most the
WiFi throughput. This allows us to conclude that the control of both is crucial
to let LTE transmit in the same band of WiFi. We also discussed that a cen-
tralized approach like in software-defined radio access networks can further
improve the coexistence.
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Chapter 4

Centralized Coordination of
Unlicensed-LTE/WiFi

The actual assessment of the effects of Unlicensed-LTE (u-LTE) transmissions
on WiFi performance is carried out in this chapter in an indoor office envi-
ronment that is also published in [7]. First, we experimentally measure the
WiFi throughput in the worst case of a continuous LTE transmission. Sec-
ond, we compare the results with the baseline situation where there is no ac-
tive u-LTE interfering transmitter. Third, the controllability level is achieved
exploiting the new concept of Software-Defined Radio Access Network (SD-
RAN). Therefore, a centralized SD-RAN controller that can control both WiFi
Access Points (AP) and LTE-eNB is used. The controller monitors the net-
work continuously and is able to reconfigure it when both technologies are
in operation. Therefore, the research contribution of the work presented in
this chapter is twofold: (i) we carry out measurements in a realistic office
environment when the reception of WiFi station is affected by u-LTE and (ii)
we use the results of the measurements to leverage the functionality of the
SD-RAN controller.

4.1 LTE/WiFi Test-bed Implementation

In this work, we consider having one u-LTE eNB connected to the 4G Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) and one active LTE User Equipment (UE) attached to the
eNB. Since the goal of the work is to evaluate the effects of LTE transmissions
on WiFi throughput, the LTE eNB transmits continuously. In other words,
neither duty cycling (i.e LTE-U) nor LBT (i.e. LAA) is enabled in the LTE
equipment. Specifically, we consider u-LTE/WiFi coexistence on the 5 GHz
unlicensed band. The choice of this set-up results in a heterogeneous ra-
dio network in which the shared communication channel is accessed in an
aloha-like access scheme for both systems. This configuration allows us to
completely evaluate the benefits of the SD-RAN controller. LTE transmis-
sions are scheduled over the unlicensed band in the downlink, while all the
uplink traffic is transmitted on the licensed LTE carrier.

Figure 4.1 shows the typical hidden node problem where there are both
WiFi and LTE signals on the same frequency band. The scenario allows us
to compare the WiFi throughput in an environment without LTE interference
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FIGURE 4.1: Conceptual representation of hidden node prob-
lem in u-LTE/WiFi coexistence

with the one with LTE. The number of active LTE networks is purposely lim-
ited to one considering that, as previously discussed, different channel access
mechanisms have been developed to reduce the likelihood of a situation in
which the WiFi network is overwhelmed by u-LTE transmissions. In this con-
text, we measure the WiFi throughput when various LTE parameters such as
transmit power, modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and bandwidth are
changed.

4.1.1 Test-Bed Components

srsLTE: Software Radio Systems LTE (srsLTE) is a high-performance LTE li-
brary for software-defined radio applications [86]. Supporting EPC, eNodeB
and UE in different modules, the library has minimal inter-module depen-
dencies, which makes it simple to use for developers. From the hardware
perspective, the library deals with buffers of samples in the system memory,
which enables the connection with any RF front-end. Its current version pro-
vides an interface to the Universal Hardware Driver (UHD), which is sup-
ported by the Ettus USRP family of devices [6]. Specifically, our test-bed
relies on the Ettus B210 radio boards.

I srsEPC: A light weight LTE core network implementation with Mobility
Management Entity (MME), Home Subscriber Server (HSS) and (Serv-
ing/ PDN-Gateway) S/P-GW. The core network of srsLTE has all the
3GPP interfaces among the various parts of a standard 4G EPC. In the
HSS database, we are able to define the information of the UE to pass the
4G authorization and authentication procedure in order to attach UEs to
the network.

II srsENB: A complete software package of a 4G eNB programmed in C++
and built upon the srsLTE library. Running on a computer, srsENB sup-
ports full uplink and downlink data rates using various standard LTE
bandwidths from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz. There are some templates in the
open source library for instance for the physical downlink shared chan-
nel of the eNB (Pdsch-enodeb). The purpose of the template is to inject
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information of an LTE radio frame into a file. This provides a very good
approach for understanding the overall process of generating various
downlink signals in LTE (e.g. primary/secondary reference signals) as
well as physical channels (physical broadcast channel, physical down-
link control channel, physical downlink shared channel, etc.) and com-
bining all those signals and channels into a radio frame in any supported
frequency region.

III srsUE: A software package of an LTE UE programmed in C++ and built
upon the srsLTE library. With an SISO configuration and running on an
Intel Core i7-4790, srsUE can achieve up to 60 Mbps in downlink with a
20 MHz bandwidth. The same template approach as for the eNB holds
also in the srsUE case, which is called Pdsch-ue. The purpose of the
template is to enable reading OFDMA data from a file or RF board and
decode the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH).

Relying on the Pdsch-enodeb and Pdsch-ue templates, we are able to de-
ploy an LTE small cell where the UE can attach to the eNB, and the eNB can
perform downlink data transmissions to the UE. We make use of the tem-
plate file to configure the measurement environment with LTE interference
that overlaps in time and frequency with the WiFi network communications.
Moreover, manipulating the source code in the template, we are able to tweak
the transmit power of the eNB, as well as the modulation and coding scheme
and the LTE downlink bandwidth during runtime of the measurements.

OpenWRT: The OpenWrt project is a Linux operating system targeting at
embedded devices. Instead of trying to create a single, static firmware, Open-
Wrt provides a fully writable file system with packages management. This
frees the users from the application selection and configuration provided by
a vendor and allows to customize the device through the use of packages
that can suit any application. For developers, OpenWrt is a framework to
build an application without having to build a complete firmware around it;
for users this means the ability for full customization [87]. In our testbed, the
WiFi AP is built upon the PCEngines ALIX 2D board (x86 architecture based),
to which a WiFi card based on the Atheros AR9220 chipset is connected. The
WiFi AP we use in our test-bed is based on the OpenWRT Operating System
15.05.01 version, and is configured to deploy an IEEE 802.11n network with
5.18 GHz carrier frequency in channel 36. Furthermore, the WiFi AP is con-
figured to use one spatial stream, which determines the UDP data rate up to
28 Mbps.

Spectrum Analyzer: We use two different spectrum analyzers in our test-
bed: the VNA Master MS2036A to measure the exact transmitted power
of the USRP-B210 with various LTE frequencies and bandwidths, and the
osmocom-fft to observe and analyze the received signal power at the WiFi
client side. osmocom-fft is a spectrum analyzer tool that is implemented on
top of the GNU Radio framework. It includes a visualization panel with tun-
ing and gain controls at the User Interface (UI). It is worth mentioning that
the power value in the USRP radio boards is encoded through the gain set
in the transmitting chain. Anyway, there is no straightforward method to
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compute the power radiated starting from the gain. The easiest approach is
indeed that of carrying out measurements.

SD-RAN Controller: As already anticipated, our work relies on the SD-
RAN controller 5G-EmPOWER [88]. 5G-EmPOWER is an open platform for
agile 5G network services development. The goal of 5G-EmPOWER is to
provide an open ecosystem where new services can be tested in realistic con-
ditions. 5G-EmPOWER builds upon a set of high-level programming ab-
stractions providing developers with full visibility of the network state and
allowing them to dynamically deploy and orchestrate network services. We
will discuss more in detail 5G-EmPOWER in Section 4.3.

4.1.2 Measurement Environment

Figure 4.3 sketches the implementation of the test-bed put in place to do the
interference measurements. The LTE-eNB, the WiFi AP, and the LTE-EPC are
connected to the network switch NETGEAR GS 108E and the switch is con-
nected to a network router and thus to the Internet through a LAN cable.
The LTE setting for LTE-UE, LTE-eNB and LTE-EPC includes three laptops
in which Linux operating system is installed, specifically the Ubuntu distri-
bution version 18.04.1 as shown in Figure 4.2. The eNB transmits to the UE
a stream of bits generated at random in continuous mode in order to create
a controllable interference environment on WiFi. As a remark, the down-
link data is transmitted in the Physical Downlink Shared CHannel (PDSCH)
through Transport Blocks (TBs) whose size depends on the modulation and
coding scheme used for UE transmissions by the eNB. The MCS directly
reflects the quality of the channel conditions experienced by the UE. Thus,
TBs are passed from the MAC to the physical layer in every one-millisecond
Transmission Time Interval (TTI). The WiFi AP is connected to a laptop with
a LAN cable; therefor, we are able to control different parameters of AP
through its operating system (OpenWRT). Further, we use another laptop
as the WiFi client, where the spectrum analyzer on the same device shows us
the received power at the client side.

Referring to Figure 4.3, measurements are carried out in an open office
environment with desks and walls. The WiFi client is located 4m away from
the WiFi AP and with the same distance from the LTE eNB. Since in a realis-
tic indoor environment u-LTE and WiFi systems might co-exist in a relatively
close proximity, we consider the case of interference in which the two trans-
mitters, WiFi AP and LTE-eNB, are quite close to each other. Following this
approach, the LTE transmitter, the WiFi AP and the WiFi client form a perfect
triangle. In this work, the LTE performance is not studied and we rather fo-
cus on measuring the WiFi throughput in various interference environments,
assuming that this is the incumbent system to protect.

The WiFi throughput is measured in the downlink and the system band-
width is 20 MHz. The transmitted power of the WiFi AP is fixed to the max-
imum value of 20 dBm (i.e. 100 mW). LTE also transmits in the down-link
in the same band of WiFi at the 5.18 GHz carrier frequency. For the LTE sys-
tem we vary the transmit power, the bandwidth (BW) and the MCS index.
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FIGURE 4.2: srsLTE test-bed configuration

FIGURE 4.3: u-LTE/WiFi test-bed implementation
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Moreover, as per the 3GPP standards, the LTE transmitted power can vary
between -40 dBm and 23 dBm. To measure the WiFi throughput, we use the
measurement tool iperf when we send application data over the User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP) for 2 minutes, and we record the average data rate as
well as the packet loss and received signal power at the client side.

4.2 Coexistence Experiments of Unlicensed LTE and
WiFi

4.2.1 Evaluation Methodology

In this section, we describe the experimental methodology used to carry out
the coexistence study between u-LTE and WiFi. The challenge of any experi-
mental set-up is to be able to reproduce realistic conditions that can take place
in an actual deployment, while putting in place a controllable experimental
environment. The obvious advantage is to obtain realistic measurement re-
sults. Since we target an indoor office environment propagation effects of the
radio signals such as path-loss and fading are included in the measurement
results.

4.2.2 Impacts of the LTE Transmitted Power

In the first set of experiments we vary the transmitted power of the LTE eNB
for downlink transmissions. Since the uplink traffic is transmitted over the
licensed LTE carrier, we do not need to evaluate the effect of the LTE UE
transmitted power. The parameters defined in the srsLTE eNB open library
to modify the power are TX-gain and RF-amplitude. The conversion of the
TX-gain parameter to the actual power value in dBm is not straightforward
since it depends on the carrier frequency and bandwidth selected. For fine
tuning of the transmitted power in dBm, we connect the output of the USRP-
B210 board to the MS2036A-VNA spectrum analyzer [89] to validate the ex-
act value of the power over different bandwidths. In order to realize the
exact value of the cable loss we used also the calibrated signal generator USB-
TG124A [90], with which a signal at 5.18 GHz is generated. We report that
the loss measured for the cable is approximately 1.5 dB.

Impacts on WiFi Throughput: Figure 4.4 shows the measured WiFi through-
put behavior with the relative dispersion interval for different values of the
LTE transmitted power. The number of resource blocks in the LTE downlink
transmission is set to 100 while the modulation and coding scheme index is
fixed to 10 for the sake of showing numerical results. As a result, we have
an LTE bandwidth of 20 MHz, modulation 16-QAM and TB size of 17568
bits (see Table 4.1). The leftmost result in the figure stands for the case with-
out LTE downlink interference. As expected, we can observe that increasing
the value of the LTE transmitted power will degrade the WiFi performance.
The results show the average WiFi throughput within 100 sec time window
of the experiment. We measured the throughput every one second and, to
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avoid the effect of some scattered samples, we show them in a box & whisker
plot. Analyzing the results, for LTE signal with transmitted power of 10 dBm
the WiFi throughput mostly fluctuates between 3-4 Mbps, whereas for a LTE
transmitted power of -7.5 dBm it will vary between 23-25 Mbps, which is ap-
proximately the same WiFi throughput measured without LTE interference.

FIGURE 4.4: Impact of LTE transmitted power on WiFi through-
put

Impacts on WiFi Packet Loss: Figure 4.5 depicts the measured packet
loss at the WiFi client for different values of the LTE transmitted power. Ob-
viously, we can realize from this figure that the packet loss and throughput
behavior are opposite. While the packet loss in the case without interference
is almost 0%, it will move up to 90% when we increase the LTE transmitted
power to 10 dBm. Moreover, we can notice from the figure that the WiFi
packet loss lays within an acceptable range of values only if the LTE-eNB
transmitted power is below -6 dBm.

FIGURE 4.5: Impact of LTE transmitted power on WiFi packet
loss
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4.2.3 Impacts of MCS-index

The next set of measurements is used to evaluate the effects of different LTE
modulation and coding schemes on the WiFi throughput. In this part, we
fix the LTE transmitted power to -1.5 dBm while setting its bandwidth to 20
MHz. We use selected values for the MCS-index (IMCS) as shown in Table
4.1 in which the TB size is mapped for each IMCS in order to measure the
effects of this LTE parameter on the WiFi performance. Figure 4.6 shows the
results of the measurements. As we can realize from the figure, changes in
the LTE modulation and coding scheme will not have dramatic effect on the
WiFi throughput performance.

FIGURE 4.6: Impact of LTE MSC on WiFi throughput

TABLE 4.1: Transmitted block sizes with respect to MCS-index

IMCS Modulation TX block
size (bits)

1 QPSK 3624
5 QPSK 8760
10 16-QAM 15840
15 16-QAM 28336
20 64-QAM 39232
25 64-QAM 57336

4.2.4 Impacts of Number of LTE Resource Blocks

The last set of measurements relates to quantifying the effect of the number
of resource blocks used in the LTE eNB downlink transmission or in other
words the effect of the LTE bandwidth. For the measurements, we set the
parameters of the eNB to constant values in such a way that the LTE trans-
mitted power corresponds to -1.5 dBm when the LTE bandwidth is equal to
20 MHz. Changing the number of resource blocks in LTE, the transmitted
power over the whole bandwidth is automatically scaled in the eNB while
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the power per resource block remains nearly constant. Further, in order to
show the numerical results and be harmonized with the previous subsec-
tions, the MCS-index in these measurements is yet set to 10. Consequently,
the modulation of LTE is 16-QAM, whereas the transmitted TB size varies
by changing the LTE bandwidth or number of physical resource blocks, as
shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.7 shows the WiFi throughput for different values
of the LTE bandwidth in which the number of physical resource blocks varies
from 15 to 100. The behavior shown by the figure highlights that decreasing
the LTE bandwidth the WiFi throughput decreases as well. Although for a
larger bandwidth the LTE transmitted power is higher, it will affect less the
WiFi throughput performance. As a matter of fact, looking at Table 4.2, we
may notice that the LTE link spectral efficiency is lower with a larger band-
width and this reduces the negative effects on the WiFi throughput.

FIGURE 4.7: Impact of LTE Bandwidth on WiFi throughput

TABLE 4.2: Parameters to evaluate effects of LTE-BW

Bandwidth Bit Rate
(Mbs)

(dBm)/PRB (bit/sec)/Hz TX block size
(bits)

3 MHz 12.5 ' -20 4.1 2344
5 MHz 14.5 ' -20 2.9 4008
10 MHz 24 ' -20 2.4 7992
15 MHz 26 ' -20 1.7 11832
20 MHz 26.5 ' -20 1.3 15840

4.3 Dynamic Interference Coordination Through
SD-RAN Control

Referring to the measurements shown in Section 4.2, we observe that the
modification of different parameters of the LTE transmission can have differ-
ent effect on the WiFi performance. Also, we may infer that without an in-
telligent entity that can analyze the key performance indicators of both tech-
nologies, fair coexistence between the two networks is not straightforward
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to achieve. In this section, we introduce the centralized SD-RAN controller
concept and we discuss how this can be the tool to enable fair coexistence
between u-LTE and WiFi since the controller can give priority to either of the
technologies dynamically. To demonstrate the performance improvements
introduced by the new centralized entity in an actual environment, we will
define different scenarios for u-LTE and WiFi coexistence in which we in-
sert the new dimension of the controller in the measurements. At first, we
describe in detail the architecture and the different components of the 5G-
EmPOWER controller. Afterward, we apply the controller to the u-LTE and
WiFi co-existence problem, while comparing the throughput performance of
WiFi with the case in which the central action of coordination provided by
5G-EmPOWER is absent.

4.3.1 5G-EmPOWER Controller

5G-EmPOWER is a multi-access software-defined RAN controller which sup-
ports heterogeneous access technologies such as LTE and WiFi as shown in
Figure. 4.8. The 5G-EmPOWER protocol allows remote management of var-
ious RAN elements, as well as network service programmability through an
intent-driven application framework. Compliantly with the philosophy of
Software-Defined Networking, the control plane is separated and taken care
of by the controller itself, whereas the WiFi AP and the LTE-eNB are the Net-
work Elements (NEs) which are controlled by 5G-EmPOWER. The identity
(i.e. MAC address) of each entity connected to 5G-EmPOWER can be de-
fined in the controller and whenever a WiFi AP or an LTE-eNB is activated
the controller receives a notification showing whether they are available to
provide service or not. This is, in fact, the network monitoring aspect that
is done inside the controller. Furthermore, 5G-EmPOWER provides devel-
opers with full visibility of the network state while allowing them to dy-
namically orchestrate network services. Centralized mobility management
of WiFi and LTE networks, custom resource allocation, and lightweight vir-
tual network functions are some of the features already available on top of
the 5G-EmPOWER framework [91], [88].

5G-EmPOWER Agent: The 5G-EmPOWER Agent, hereinafter referred to
as Agent for simplicity, handles incoming messages inside the eNB protocol
stack. The main purpose of the Agent is to create various interfaces with dis-
tinct layers of the eNB protocol stack in order to set/get specific parameters
to/from the controller.

5G-EmPOWER Protocol: Referring to Figure 4.10, the 5G-EmPOWER
protocol, hereinafter referred to as Proto, is an interface between the con-
troller and the Agent to enable the communication between the two entities
whenever required. Figure 4.9 shows the general structure of a request/reply
message using the Proto interface. The Header contains the general informa-
tion that has to be carried out by any exchanged message (cell ID, message
length and so on). The Event Header embeds the information related to the
type of events that are discussed below. Action specifies the operation that
has to be executed by the Agent and the field Data, which is appended at the
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FIGURE 4.8: 5G-EmPOWER Operating System Architecture

FIGURE 4.9: 5G-EmPOWER messaging structure

end of the message, can be used to exchange any information that is needed
between 5G-EmPOWER controller and Agent. Referring to the Event Header
field, there can be three major events around this protocol which are classi-
fied as below:
Single Events: these events occur only once and are generated by either the
controller or the Agent and the reply will be sent back immediately by the
other entity (i.e. Agent or controller) after receiving the request,
Scheduled Events: these events can take place once or repeatedly, but the
reply will be reported at each scheduled interval,
Triggered Events: as it can be inferred from the name, these events are mainly
used to enable or disable a functionality in the Agent based on the occurrence
of a particular situation.

4.3.2 SD-RAN Enabled Test-Bed Architecture

Figure 4.10 sketches the general architecture of the proposed u-LTE/WiFi co-
ordination approach that is implemented through the 5G-EmPOWER con-
troller, as well as the terminology used throughout the rest of the paper. The
controller is able to control both WiFi AP and LTE-eNB access nodes. The 5G-
EmPOWER architecture consists of three layers: infrastructure, control, and
service. The infrastructure layer where the data plane network elements are
located consists of one LTE-eNB and one WiFi AP, whilst the 5G-EmPOWER
runtime is located at the control layer [88]. The role of the runtime is to con-
vert the service layer policies (e.g. u-LTE/WiFi interference management)
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to the commands for the infrastructure elements. Figure 4.10(b) illustrates
in detail how each eNB can communicate with the 5G-EmPOWER controller
through the Proto interface.

(a) u-LTE/WiFi architecture with
centralized control

(b) eNB architecture, communication with
the controller

FIGURE 4.10: Centralized coordination of WiFi/LTE

Reconnecting to the set of measurements detailed in Section 4.2, the pa-
rameters of the LTE-eNB like transmitted power, bandwidth and the MCS-
index are defined in the physical layer of the srsLTE-eNB. By developing an
interface between the Agent and the physical layer, we are able to modify
these parameters at runtime. The loop is closed considering that the Agent
can communicate with the 5G-EmPOWER controller through the Proto in-
terface. As illustrated by Algorithm 1, in the first place the controller sends
an initialization request to the Agent to receive information regarding the
parameters already set inside the eNB physical layer. The Agent will re-
ply with a scheduled message the requested parameters within a predefined
time interval. The parameters include the transmitted power currently used,
bandwidth and MCS-index used by the eNB for downlink transmissions. As
soon as the controller receives the information that the WiFi AP has acti-
vated a downlink transmission, it will command the eNB to lower the trans-
mit power and increase the transmission bandwidth, while it will leave the
MCS-index unmodified, as demonstrated in Section 4.2, in order to preserve
the WiFi throughput.

Figure 4.11 shows the sequence diagram for the procedure that we have
developed to improve the coexistence between u-LTE and WiFi networks
through the use of the 5G-EmPOWER controller. As soon as the LTE-eNB
begins a downlink transmission, it will communicate the physical layer pa-
rameters that are currently used to the controller through the Agent using
the Proto interface. The controller can control the WiFi AP and it is aware of
whether it is transmitting in the same band of LTE or not. Whenever the WiFi
AP starts transmitting in downlink in the same band of LTE, the controller
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Initialization: Send schedule msg;
while LTE-eNB connected do

GET the PHY parameters reports;
if WiFi AP is transmitting then

if PHY param acceptable then
Do nothing

else
Minimize the eNB transmit power;
Maximize the eNB Bandwidth ;

end
else

SET Max transmit power of eNB;
end

end
Algorithm 1: u-LTE/WiFi algorithm application

will decide a new set of parameters for the eNB and will enforce them in the
eNB physical layer again by means of the Agent. Finally, the new values of
eNB physical layer are reported back to the controller until a new decision
stage is performed.

FIGURE 4.11: Sequence diagram showing the proposed ap-
proach to control eNB physical layer parameters

4.3.3 Measurement Results

Relying on the lessons learned from the first set of measurements shown in
Section 4.2, we provide the results of another set of experiments in which we
measured the throughput that can be achieved by the WiFi network when the
5G-EmPOWER controller is added to measurements to perform adaptation
of u-LTE transmission parameters when the WiFi downlink transmission is
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activated. For the purpose, we initially configure the LTE-eNB physical layer
parameters with -1.5 dBm transmitted power and 20 MHz of bandwidth.
These parameters are reported to the controller within the message linked
to a scheduled event. When the WiFi AP starts transmitting, the controller
can adjust the LTE-eNB power to -6.2 dBm, while the bandwidth is unmod-
ified since it is already set to the maximum. To understand the benefits of
the centralized control action, we define two different scenarios as shown in
in Figure 4.12. Similar to the measurements shown in Section 4.1.2, the dis-
tance between the WiFi AP and the LTE-eNB is fixed to 4m. In the first sce-
nario shown in Figure 4.12(a), the WiFi client is moved away from the LTE-
eNB, whereas in the second scenario shown in Figure 4.12(b) the WiFi client
is moved in the direction of the LTE-eNB. The choice for the measurement
set-up is motivated by thinking to scenarios of indoor mobility in which the
client moves in proximity of the WiFi AP following a simplified linear mo-
tion. The two scenarios motivates two distinct sets of measurements in which
the performance are aggregated using the measurement tool iperf when data
traffic is sent over the UDP transport protocol. Unlike to the previous set of
measurements, we record also the important parameter provided by the WiFi
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). For the scenario in which the WiFi

(a) Scenario 1: WiFi client moved away from LTE-eNB

(b) Scenario 2: WiFi client moved toward LTE-eNB

FIGURE 4.12: 5G-EmPOWER controller measurements envi-
ronment

client is moved away from the LTE-eNB, Figure 4.13 compares the measure-
ment results obtained in the situation of uncoordinated (i.e. 5G-EmPOWER
does perform any control action) LTE transmissions with static transmitted
power to the situation in which LTE-eNB transmission parameters are ad-
justed by the 5G-EmPOWER controller for different values of the RSSI mea-
sured at the WiFi client side. The measurement results for the scenario in
which the WiFi client is moved toward the LTE-eNB are shown in Figure 4.14.
As mentioned, the RSSI values are measured moving the WiFi client at vari-
ous distances following a linear motion. We consider both Line-of-Sight and
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Non-Line-of-Sight conditions when changing the WiFi client position with
respect to the AP. Both figures prove the clear throughput performance im-
provement that arises from the centralized coordination action performed
by the centralized SD-RAN controller. Even the simple action of dynami-
cally adapting the LTE-eNB transmitted power can yield WiFi throughput
improvements. Comparing Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.14, we may also notice
that the 5G-EmPOWER control action is more effective when the WiFi client
is moved away from the LTE-eNB. The explanation is quite intuitive since
the channel propagation affects in a non-linear manner the radio signals. In-
creasing the distance separation between the interfering eNB and the WiFi
client, the control action performed by 5G-EmPOWER has a non-linear ef-
fect on both LTE-eNB and WiFi AP transmitted signals until reaching a cer-
tain distance at which the radio signal of the WiFi AP becomes too low.
For the sake of completeness, we may notice that the control action of 5G-
EmPOWER is less effective when the WiFi client is moved toward the LTE-
eNB simply because the interference power is remarkably higher than that
received from the WiFi AP. Based on the new set of measurements in which
5G-EmPOWER can coordinate both LTE and WiFi technologies, we can learn
the lesson that, to cope with the variety of situations that may arise in an in-
door environment, though the action of the centralized SD-RAN controller is
evidently positive, even more sophisticated techniques beyond transmitted
power adaptation are needed on top of the controller. This aspect is further
discussed as part of the future work activities that we plan to carry out to
extend the present work.

FIGURE 4.13: WiFi client moves away from LTE-eNB

4.4 Conclusion of the Chapter

This Chapter presented measurements results that quantify the effects of LTE
transmissions in the unlicensed 5 GHz band on the Wi-Fi throughput perfor-
mance in an actual office environment. In our test-bed we have used the open
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FIGURE 4.14: WiFi client moves towards LTE-eNB

source srsLTE libraries and the OpenWRT operating system. Our methodol-
ogy is based on adopting a new degree of controllability added by the 5G-
EmPOWER SD-RAN controller to coordinate the transmissions of both tech-
nologies, thus leveraging on the network programmability paradigm. First,
we have presentedan experimental set of results for the Wi-Fi network through-
put affected by LTE transmissions showing the sensitivity of Wi-Fi with re-
spect to LTE parameters such as transmitted power and system bandwidth.
We measured the Wi-Fi throughput by modifying the eNB transmission pa-
rameters as the source of interference to Wi-Fi and compared the results with
the casein which LTE interference is not present. In addition, we have de-
veloped an approach to improve coexistence by means of the 5G-EmPOWER
controller, which we illustrated through asequence diagram in order to en-
able modification of the LTE-eNB parameters based on network conditions
to preserve the WiFi down-link throughput. Measurement results demon-
strate the viability of our approach and the improvement that can arise from
controlling the LTE transmission parameters.
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Chapter 5

Decentralized Coordination of
Small Cells in Roaming

The distributed nature imposes novel challenges on service provision and
raises consistency, completeness, and privacy concerns. Leveraging on the
distributed nature, the Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT)
emerge as revolutionary approaches to decentralization with distributed con-
sensus. We expected that the Blockchain-based approaches can play a dis-
ruptive role in the design of the next generations of cellular networks, [92]–
[94]. Especially Fraud reduction is also gaining gradually more importance
among MNOs. Although the estimated $29.2 Billion in 2017 contains various
types like Identity/Account theft, network hacking and bypassing laws and
contracts (i.e. SIM boxing, femto cell abuse, roaming reselling), it remains a
threat to the confidence in telecommunication means and the international
security. Blockchain technology can help MNOs to enforce identity man-
agement, roaming partner agreements, and Call Detail Record (CDR) verifi-
cation much more effectively because they support consensus, provenance,
immutability, and finality [68]. In this chapter, we discuss how Blockchain
technology can merge with the 5G networks to boosts their performance.
More specifically, we represent a new network architecture for the roam-
ing scenario in 5G networks based on a Blockchain Network. Further, we
show how different Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) can overcome the
lacks of current roaming architecture by making a permissioned (consortium)
Blockchain. The proof of concept using hyperledger fabric framework repre-
sents the components and the mechanism of the network.

5.1 Roaming in 5G Networks

Roaming is a service that allows a mobile user of one MNO to use the ser-
vices of another MNO when inside the latter’s coverage area [95]. Opera-
tors can ensure interoperability across network generations, network tech-
nologies and roaming partners. It will be important to have Voice over LTE
(VoLTE) deployed for a seamless voice experience between 5G and 4G. Op-
erators can also maximize their interconnection footprint to break down bar-
riers between geographies. Many 5G use cases will be global in nature, so
businesses will need to ensure seamless quality of service once their users,
devices, and things begin roaming from their home 5G network.
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The legal roaming business aspects contracted among the roaming part-
ners for charging of the services used are specified in so-called roaming agree-
ments. The GSM association describes the content of such roaming agree-
ments in a regulated form for all its members [96]. Moreover, for the con-
tractual aspects of authentication, authorization, and charging of the visiting
user, the roaming agreements should comprise of a minimum safety stan-
dards (e.g., billing procedures, location update procedures, warranty proce-
dures).

5.1.1 Roaming Architecture

Regardless of the various interfaces between home and visited MNOs, ac-
cording to the 3GPP standard, National and International roaming services
use the same network architecture. As briefly stated in Section 1.2.2, the
3GPP standards support two roaming models, as described below:

Local breakout roaming. The data traffic of the roaming user is served di-
rectly by the visited MNO allowing for more efficient routing in terms of
latency and bandwidth as shown in Figure 5.1(a). In this model, the home
operator loses the control over their subscriber. In theory, it is considered as
the best architecture for the roaming Quality of Service.

Home-routed roaming. The data traffic of the roaming user is always served
by the home MNO giving more control over the user’s traffic (Figure 5.1(b)).
Albeit higher latency, the model is recommended when the relationship be-
tween two operators is not totally trustfully.
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(a) Local-breakout Roaming architecture
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(b) Home-routed Roaming architecture

FIGURE 5.1: Roaming in 5G Network
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5.1.2 Challenges and Requirements

• Billing settlement: In the Local Breakout roaming for charging, roam-
ing information must be associated with charging accounts. The prob-
lem with this configuration is the visited network does not have sub-
scriber charging information whereas the home network also does not
have the subscriber roaming information. This means that the MNOs
need to manage multiple relationships, interconnect globally, and han-
dle complicated financial relationships [15]. To this extent, two pos-
sible relationship scenarios between operators are establishing either
direct relationship or un-direct through intermediaries. In the former
scenario, although MNOs do have a choice to connect directly to all
the other MNOs, it is obvious that a point-to-point relationship with
each roaming partner is not feasible and is cost-prohibitive because
each MNO needs to maintain hundreds of such agreements to share re-
sources efficiently for having universal roaming service. Whereas in the
latter scenario, a 3rd operator or a clearinghouse is used to connect the
two operators as shown in Figure 5.2. Although this kind of roaming
is working in current Lte network by establishing settlement relation-
ships with all relevant operators, it still has many drawbacks. First of
all, the presence of an intermediate entity applies many extra expenses
to the network; more importantly, it raises the concept of security and
trust by introducing a 3rd party.

• Scalability: The existing peer-to-peer roaming agreements between MNOs
is quite inefficient and impractical because each MNO needs to main-
tain hundreds of such agreements to share resources efficiently for hav-
ing universal roaming service.

• Security and Trust: The roaming user before gaining access to the vis-
ited MNO must be authenticated through the home MNO. There exists
a number of user authentications and key exchange protocols that are
proposed in the literature for roaming. However, each of them con-
centrates solely on the mutual authentication between the user and the
visited MNO. Moreover, The roaming user may have accepted to differ-
ent policies in the home MNO regarding the access to user information
(user protection act) than that in the visited MNO. Therefore, it requires
re-accepting the roaming privacy terms before providing any services.

5.2 Blockchain-based Roaming in 5G Networks

In this section we explain how a Blockchain platform can be deployed in
a roaming scenario to handle billing settlements among different operators.
We later describe in detail the proof of concept using Hyperledger Operating
System for deploying a permissioned Blockchain for the roaming usecase.
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FIGURE 5.2: Roaming with a third party clearing house.

5.2.1 Blockchain Topology

Looking from the system design, four implementation layers can be abstracted
for a Blockchain network [97]. As shown in part of Figure 5.4, starting from
bottom to top, the first layer, data and network organization, provides the ap-
proaches to form cryptographic data and organize blocks of data in chrono-
logical order to establish a chain of blocks. The cryptographic representation
of data provides security and privacy for the Blockchain network. The con-
sensus layer, however, guarantee reliable data synchronization (e.g. trans-
actions) in a peer to peer connections. In a permissioned Blockchain, the
participants can benefit from information sharing and peer-to-peer transac-
tions among inter-authorized organizations by forming a consortium chain.
Moreover, the consensus mechanisms are semi-centralized which can pro-
vide high transaction processing throughput. The smart contracts are de-
ployed on a distributed virtual system in the third layer. This is a user-
defined business logic aims to automatically execute its content (e.g. the costs
of roaming users) across inter-authorized organizations. The contents of
smart contract are agreed by all the organizations of a permissioned Blockchain
Upon agreement, the smart contract will be applied on the Blockchain and
its self-executable nature makes it apply a transaction once a new data is up-
loaded on the Distributed Ledger. The transactions which is done by smart
contract and confirmed through consensus mechanisms will be added to the
chain of blocks. Finally, the application layer on top defines a user interface
and programming language implementation for smart contracts as well as
the sand-boxed runtime environments (e.g. Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum
Virtual Machine).

5.2.2 Role of Blockchain in Roaming

• Discovery When a roaming user attempts to associate to the visited
MNOs network, the visited MNO discovers that the user is a visitor
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FIGURE 5.3: Blockchain-based Roaming.

from the home MNO. This exchange of user information between home
and visited MNOs takes place on the Blockchain network by generating
a new block. The added block include the updated location, the home
operator, the visited operator, and the time of discovery.

• Identity management After the discovery, its time to identify the user
and register as a roaming user. Based on the rules defined in the smart
contract, the user is either authenticated or declined by the visited MNO.
Upon completed registration, the user can start a call or use data.

• Billing settlements When a roaming user begins a voice call on the vis-
ited MNO, this event is recorded on the Blockchain network. Once the
call is terminated, the duration of the call is also recorded. Based on
the charging rules defined in the smart contract, the payment is initi-
ated from the home MNO to the visited MNO based on the consensus
mechanism used in the Blockchain network. Therefore, by avoiding a
third party or a clearinghouse (e.g. instead of Figure 5.2), the issue of
disagreements amongst the involved parties can be completely avoided
using Blockchain and DLT as shown in Figure 5.3.

5.2.3 Roaming Charging with Blockchain

The message flow of UE attach procedure initiated by a roaming user to-
wards the MME of the visited operator is the same as in the current roam-
ing architecture which consists of UE ID acquisition, authentication, NAS
security setup, location update, and finally session establishment. It is to be
noted that the HSS of the home operator executes the authentication proce-
dure. After that, the visited operator starts offering the demanded services to
the roaming user through the established Packet Data Network (PDN) ses-
sions. Figure 5.4 shows the Non-Stand Alone (NSA) architecture where the
control plane traffic is through X2 interface between gNB and eNB, using the
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Evolved Packet Core (EPC). As illustrated in the figure, once the UE initi-
ates UE Detach Procedure, the established PDN sessions are deleted, and the
detach accept message is sent to the UE. Then, the EPC of the visited op-
erator pushes the session activities of the roaming user onto the distributed
ledger where a smart contract with a predefined set of rules can be executed
based on the obtained information. The contents of the smart contract can
be defined in advance by the participant MNOs which gives the possibility
of token/cryptocurrency transaction among different MNOs. Each transac-
tion in the network is validated and confirmed by other nodes (EPCs) of the
Blockchain through a consensus mechanism. All these procedures will be
explained in details in the next section.

5.3 Proof of Concept

As mentioned in the previous sections, we need to have a permissioned
Blockchain for our roaming scenario. This Blockchain is consist of differ-
ent MNOs who act as the organizations of the network. Each organization
is responsible to identify the participant nodes of the Blockchain which are
the 5G-core networks. All the core networks have a copy of the distributed
ledger and they are able to read and update the ledger through an applica-
tion on top of them. Moreover, the consortium of the MNOs will define the
rules and the content of the smart contract.
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FIGURE 5.5: Configuration of Roaming Blockchain

5.3.1 Components

To define our network, we are using Hyperledger Fabric which is a permis-
sioned Blockchain framework implementation that leverages container tech-
nology to host smart contracts [98]. Its abilities allow entities to conduct con-
fidential transactions without passing through a central authority. Figure 5.5
shows the general architecture of proof of concept. The 5G-core networks
(shown as 5GC in the figure) are the fundamental elements of the network
and they host copies of the ledger while using the smart contract(s) to ac-
cess to their instance of the distributed ledger. Each of the 5G-cores has a
smart contract installed on them which make it possible to query, read, or
update the ledger instances. There can be also application(s) that connect to
5G-cores when they need to access to the ledger as well as the smart con-
tract. The main rule of the application is to connect to 5G-cores, invoke smart
contracts to generate required transactions, submit transactions to the dis-
tributed ledger, and receive events. Then there is a private channel that al-
lows a specific set of 5G-cores and applications to communicate with each
other within a Blockchain network. The channel allows different actors of
the network privately agree on the terms of their interaction in a trust-less
environment. Each of the participant nodes (5G-core) are identified by a
unique digital certificate assigned by an administrator who is their owning
MNOs through a particular Certificate Authority (CA). For example in Fig-
ure 5.5, 5GC I-A and 5GC I-B have identities issued by CA-I. As soon as a
new 5G-core connects to a channel, its digital certificate identifies its owning
MNO via a channel Membership Service Provider (MSP). After defining all
components of our Blockchain network, we will see how transactions can be
initiated, blocks are generated, and the consensus is achieved.
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5.3.2 Transactions and Consensus

In this section, we only speak about billing settlement after a roaming user
detach successfully from visiting operator. When the detach is complete, in
the first step the application generates a transaction proposal and will push
it to the set of 5G-cores using the channel. We call it Detach-Transaction Pro-
posal (DTP) as shown in Figure 5.5. The DTP includes the identity of the vis-
ited MNO (which is recognized based on the visited 5G-core ID), the identity
of the home MNO (which is recognized during authentication management),
the duration of the calls or data usage, the location and time of the provided
service, and the value of the roamer consumption. Second, the 5G-cores who
receive the DTP independently execute the smart contract to produce proper
response. Once the cores check the values with the smart contract, they pro-
duce a unique and independent response (we call it DTP-R) by adding their
digital signature and signing the entire payload using their private key and
finally, send it back to the application. This procedure is called endorsement
and can be subsequently used to prove that each MNOs’ 5G-Cores gener-
ated a particular response. The set of 5G-cores to get the DTP depends on
the pre-defined policy which defines the set of MNOs that need to endorse
a proposed ledger change before it can be accepted by the network. For this
scenario, selecting the two visiting and home MNOs are enough to validate
a transaction proposal and achieve consensus. Upon achieving consensus,
application triggers a token/Cryptocurrency transaction from the wallet ad-
dress of home operator to the wallet address of visited operator. Finally,
the orderer receives transactions from the application, packages them into a
block, and distribute to all the 5G-cores where they are added to the ledger.

5.3.3 Evaluation

Since the transactions among operators will settle after the roaming user is
detached from the network, they do not need to be real time. Hence, the
network latency in not so important for the network operators. However, it
is very important to evaluate the scalability of the permissioned blockchain
based on Hyperledger Fabric. Figure 5.6(a) shows the network throughput
with respect to the number of requests per second that each 5G-core pro-
duces. The throughput shown in the figure is the number of successful trans-
actions per second in the Hyperledger Fabric permissioned Blockchain. We
can conclude from the figure that while initially the whole network through-
put increase with higher requests rate, it will go to a saturation condition
after a certain number of request per second (' 600). Further, relying of the
works in [99] and as shown in Figure 5.6(b), we can see the Hyperledger
fail to scale when the number of 5G-cores go beyond 16 in the network. The
main reason is that with the higher number of participant nodes, the network
will fail to reach the consensus. To solve the scalability issue, the network
need to have different channels in such a way that a cluster of 5G-cores (less
than 16), each capable of serving as an endorser for the channels, commu-
nicate with the application through separate channels. Generally, Channels
are important aspect of Hyperledger to slip a biger blockchain into many
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smaller blockchain which allows not only data isolation and confidentially,
but also use for scalability. Combine the DLTs with channels we can a scalable
network, where any 5G-core only need to communicate with other partici-
pants in the same channel. We plan to evaluate the performance of roaming
blockchain with multiple channel in the future works.
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FIGURE 5.6: Roaming Blockchain Scalability

5.4 Conclusion of the Chapter

In this chapter we first discussed despite the Local BreakOut roaming has
many advantages to be use in the roaming, most MNOs still prefer to use
the Home-routed architecture in order to have full control of their users even
out of their geographical coverage. Due to the technical potentials of the
Local BreaOut approach in roaming, we propose a permissioned and smart
contract-based blockchain to remove the problem of missing trust among
operators. With this approach, the billing settlement can be performed au-
tomatically with the help of the smart contract deployed on the blockchain.
Further, as a result of the transparent nature of blockchain, MNOs can ensure
the accuracy of charging system.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Works

This chapter summarizes the contributions of the research presented in this
dissertation and provides concluding remarks. We also suggest some promis-
ing research directions for future work.

Fifth generation of the mobile network (5G) are currently under the spot-
light and are expected to create new market opportunities for small and large
enterprises alike. The heterogeneous networks is called as one the most im-
portant features of the 5G systems. Having densified and diverse networks
(e.g. Heterogeneous Wireless Networks), the need of system analysis and
novel controlling methods has never been higher.

In this Ph.D. dissertation, while we first analyze completely a specific het-
erogeneous wireless networks (LTE/WiFi coexistence in unlicensed bands),
we introduced a new paradigm of central controllability for it. Moreover,
we propose a distributed controlling system for another dense network with
heterogeneous participants (roaming in 5G networks) to facilitate interaction
among different mobile network operators in an autonomous manner.

At first, in chapter 3, we developed an analytical method to evaluate the
effect of LTE transmissions that overlay with WiFi in the 5 GHz unlicensed
band studying two main aspects: WiFi clear channel assessment at the phys-
ical layer and the MAC layer throughput in saturation condition of the net-
work. Although mechanisms already exist (e.g. LTE-u and LTE LAA) to
avoid simultaneous transmission of LTE with WiFi, we noticed that even
these methods may not solve completely the challenge of co-existence in in-
doors. To quantify the impact of LTE transmissions on the WiFi clear channel
assessment, we modeled the effect of LTE as a random interfering process
resorting to the characteristic function approach for the energy detector re-
ceiver. This has allowed us to identify different thresholds for the energy de-
tection to maintain the false alarm probability constant. Moreover, we have
modeled the WiFi throughput resorting to a one dimensional Markov chain
model. The combination of the two approaches led to obtain the WiFi net-
work throughput in realistic propagation conditions that are typical of an
indoor environment, modeling at the same time several WiFi network con-
straints. Further, we extent the work for the unsaturated conditions gener-
alizing the interference to any OFDM-based systems in Section 3.4. we de-
veloped an analytical model to evaluate the 802.11 unsaturated throughput
in a Poisson field of interference. We modeled both the presence of interfer-
ence inside the WiFi network (i.e. intra-network) and due to OFDM-based
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transmitters other than WiFi (i.e. inter-network) whereby again stochastic
geometry. As before, with the characteristic function, we evaluated the ED-
CCA based of the new general conditions, while the Markov chain mod-
els CSMA/CA in non-saturation conditions accurately. Hence, we used a
cross-layer method that combines both physical layer and MAC layer analy-
sis. Our method generalizes existing techniques to evaluate the performance
of WiFi in heterogeneous network conditions. Parameters such as transmit-
ted power, nodes density, frame size and detection threshold can be varied
to assess the WiFi network behavior.

In Chapter 4, by using some testbeds we presented measurements results
that quantify the effects of LTE transmissions in the unlicensed 5 GHz band
on the WiFi throughput performance in an actual open office environment.
In our testbed we have used the open source srsLTE libraries for srsEPC,
srseNB, srsUE and the OpenWRT operating system. Our methodology is
based on adopting a new degree of controllability added by an SD-RAN
controller to coordinate the transmissions of both technologies, thus lever-
aging on the network programmability paradigm. In this chapter, we first
presented an experimental set of results for the WiFi network throughput af-
fected by LTE transmissions showing the sensitivity of WiFi with respect to
LTE parameters such as transmitted power, system bandwidth and modu-
lation and coding scheme. We measured the WiFi throughput by modify-
ing the eNB transmission parameters as the source of interference to WiFi
and we compared the results with the case in which LTE interference is not
present. In addition, we have developed an approach to improve coexistence
by means of the 5G-EmPOWER controller, which we illustrated through a
sequence diagram in order to enable modification of the LTE-eNB parame-
ters based on network conditions to preserve the WiFi downlink throughput.
Measurement results demonstrate the viability of our approach and the im-
provement that can arise from the central controlling of the LTE transmission
parameters at runtime.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we demonstrated a novel network architecture based
on the distributed ledger technology for handling transaction in roaming.
Our proposed architecture is based on a permissioned blockchain with smart
contracts (Hyperledger Fabric) which allowed to have only authorized par-
ticipants as the network’s nodes. By delegating the authorization and charg-
ing tasks to the blockchain, the roaming billing settlement can be performed
without the need of any third-party trusted clearinghouses. In this chapter,
at forst, we noticed even though Local BreakOut roaming has many advan-
tages, most MNOs still prefer to use the Home-routed architecture to have
full control of their users even out of their geographical coverage. Due to the
technical potentials of the Local BreakOut approach in roaming, and to make
possible the use of Local BreakOut, our propose permissioned and smart
contract-based blockchain can remove the problem of missing trust among
operators. Different mobile network operators who are willing to join to the
distributed ledger will play the role of the blockchain organizations. They
are responsible to certify the participant nodes that are the 5G cores. Each 5G
core, as fundamental elements of the network, host copies of the ledger while
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using the smart contract(s) to access their instance of the distributed ledger
and to reach to the consensus. With this approach, the billing settlement can
be performed automatically with the help of the smart contract deployed on
the blockchain. Further, as a result of the transparent nature of blockchain,
MNOs can ensure the accuracy of charging.

Inspired by the works done in this dissertation on both centralized and
decentralized coordination of heterogeneous networks , we have outlined the
following research directions in order to delve deeper into the self-x features
in heterogeneous and densified networks.

� Wireless networks are becoming more cognitive and possibly cope with
more complex situations than in the past. Therefore, self-organization
and self-optimizations are key features more than ever. Our framework
introduced in Chapter 3 sheds light onto the implications of tuning
many parameters in both LTE eNB and WiFi AP and ultimately can
provide a tool for automating the network planning. In the future, WiFi
802.11ax mode has Basic Service Set (BSS) coloring which dynamically
changes the ED threshold. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge,
802.11ax can use adjustable preamble detection threshold depending
on the source of interference, whether it is inter-BSS or intra-BSS frame
transmission. For the sake of the CSMA/CA mechanism, in the case
of inter-BSS transmission, a station detect the medium busy only for
the time required to determine that the color bit is different. In our
approach, we target the Energy Detection (ED) mechanism rather than
Preamble Detection (PD) as we assume that LTE transmission stand as
an unknown signal to a WiFi node doing CCA. However, our frame-
work is general so that it can be tailored also to model the 802.11ax
with due modifications in the analysis of the CCA targeting PD and in
the Markov-chain model of the binary exponential backoff as needed.
This new work requires some more investigations and can be done as
future activity.

� The Software Defined Radio Access Control (SD-RAN) platforms can
introduce a new level of central controlling over different technologies
operating in the same band. The extension of the works in chapter 4
can go to the direction of putting the heterogeneous LTE/WiFi two-tier
network under a programmable Software-Defined controlled RAN (as
shown in Fig. 6.1) and defining new network applications on top of the
SD-RAN platform to apply:

– Fully reconfigurable LTE and WiFi parameters at runtime depend-
ing on the network priorities.

– Central coordination of LTE activation in unlicensed bands.

– Using machine learning algorithms to optimize automatically the
radio and network environment through network applications.
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FIGURE 6.1: Conceptual representation of SD-RAN based
Multi-tire network control

� The concepts revealed by recent applications of Distributed Ledger Tech-
nologies (DLT) permit further applications beyond roaming: the net-
work services rendered by MNOs can be aligned and synchronized,
an approach already in discussion in the area of network slicing. Dif-
ferent MNOs must guarantee a distinct network quality and service
level agreement which again are of crucial importance for users who
continuously move from coverage area of one operator to others such
as autonomous vehicles crossing national borders. DLT can be used
as slice broker, for cross-charging, as service management tool and is
thus the currently missing trust link between Mobile Network Opera-
tors (MNOs).
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Appendix A

Proofs

A.1 Derivation of Theorem 2

Proof. In hypothesis H(B)
0 , relying on the general expression of the CF of the

Chi-Square distributed d.v. Y, we can rewrite it, conditioning upon the fad-
ing and distance distributions.

Ψ(B)
0 (v | g, r) =

1
(1− j2v)Q e

jv
1−2jv gc εI

N0
r−α

.

To obtain the unconditional expression of the CF it suffices to compute Ψ(B)
0 (v) =

EgErΨ(B)
0 (v | g, r). We remove first the conditioning on g by means of the

CF of an exponentially distributed r.v. as in Theorem 1. After doing a sign
change we obtain:

Ψ(B)
0 (v | r) =

1
(1− 2jv)Q ×

1

1 + jv
−1+j2v c εI

N0
r−α

,

where the above expression was obtained computing equation (3.11) in c×(
εI/N0

)
r−α. Moreover, we rely also on the following result.

∫ R

0

1
1 + Gr−α

2r
R2 dr =

2Rα
2F1(1, 2+α

α ; 2 + 2
ὰ ;−Rα

G )

G(2 + α)
, (A.1)

for any complex constant G ∈ C, any real valued α > 2 and R > 0. This
result comes from the tool of Mathematica.

Assuming that G = jv
−1+j2v c×

( εI
N0

)
and using the result above, we obtain

the unconditional Ψ(B)
0 (v).

To compute the CF of Y under hypothesis H1, it suffices to replace the
non-centrality parameter with µ1 provided in the second of equation (3.10).
We remove the dependence upon the statistically independent fading coeffi-
cients and the random distance: Ψ1(v) = EgsEgErΨ(v | gs, g, r). Repeating
similar steps, we can demonstrate equation (3.13).
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A.2 Derivation of Lemma 2

Proof. First of all, by some manipulations, we can write the left hand side of
(3.14) as follow:

2s
R2

∫ ∞

0

r
s + rα

dr . (A.2)

Using [100, eq. 3.241/4], we can see∫ ∞

0

xu−1

(p + qyν)k+1 dx =

1
νpk+1

( p
q

)u/ν Γ(u/ν)Γ(1 + k− u/ν)

Γ(1 + k)

Replacing u = 2, ν = α, p = s, q = 1, k = 0 and y = r we are able to perform
the integration in equation (A.2).

∫ ∞

0

r
(s + rα)

dr =
1
αs

s(2/α)
(Γ( 2

α )Γ(1−
2
α )

Γ(1)

)
. (A.3)

By means of the Euler’s reflection formula, Γ( 2
α )Γ(1−

2
α ) = π csc(π 2

α ), equa-
tion (A.3) can be rewritten as∫ ∞

0

r
(s + rα)

dr =
1
αs

s(
2
α )π csc(

2π

α
) .

Replacing the result above in (A.2), the proof is complete.

A.3 Derivation of Theorem 3

Proof. Conditioning upon exactly K independent LTE active transmitters IK(t) =
∑K

k=0 ξk(t). Similar to the single interferer case, the received energy from the
k-th transmitter is written as εrIk = ck× gIkεIkr−α

k , where gIk are the i.i.d. chan-
nel power fading coefficients, and rk the random distance of the kth interferer
from the CCA station in the 2-dimensional plane. Conditioning upon the ag-
gregate interference distribution, under the statistical hypothesis H(B)

0 , the
distribution of the d.v. Y is non-central Chi-Square distributed with a non-
centrality parameter: µ(B)

0 = 1
2σ2 ∑K

k=0 ckgIkεIkr−α
k . This is plugged in the CF of

the non-Central Chi-Square distributed d.v. as follows

1
(1− j2v)Q exp

(
jv

1− j2v
1

2σ2

K

∑
k=0

ckgIkεIkr−α
k

)
.
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The previous expression can be rewritten as

Ψ(B)
0|K(v | gIk, rk) =

1
(1− 2jv)Q

K

∏
k=1

exp (−akgIkr−α
k ) ,

where ak = a = jv
−1+j2v

c×εI
2σ2 , ∀k since the energy of each signal and the scal-

ing factor c are the same for each interferer. Since the CF is conditioned upon
the specific realization of fading and distances gIk and rk, we can remove
the conditioning as Ψ(B)

0|K(v) = EgIkErk Ψ(B)
0|K(v | gIk, rk). Relying on the as-

sumption of exponential fading with E{g} = 1, we obtain Ψ(B)
0|K(v | rk) =

1
(1−j2v)Q ∏K

k=1
(
1 + sr−α

k

)−1, where the last expression is computed in s = a.

Dropping the index k in the distance we are able to rewrite: Ψ(B)
0|K(v | r) =

1
(1−j2v)Q × ( 1

1+sr−α )
K.

Since the r.v. K is Poisson distributed, we can use equation (3.1) to remove
the dependence on it. For a real-valued measurable function f that takes val-
ues on the point process Φ, it holds that ∏x∈Φ f (x) = exp

(
− λs

∫
R2

(
1− f (x)

)
dx
)
,

which yields:

Ψ(B)
0 (v) =

1
(1− j2v)Q exp

(
− λs

∫
R2
(1− 1

1 + sr−α
)dr
)

=
1

(1− j2v)Q exp
(
− λs

∫
R2

( 1
1 + s−1rα

)
dr
)
.

The last part of the proof consists of using the result in Lemma 2 for s =
jv

−1+j2v
c×εI
2σ2 , which proves equation (3.15).

In statistical hypothesis H1, the conditional CF of the d.v. Y is Ψ1(v |
gs, gIk, rk) = 1

(1−j2v)Q e
jv

1−2jv µ1 . The non-centrality parameter µ1 was provided
in the second of (3.10) but using the received interference energy of the aggre-
gate process IK(t) when exactly K interfering LTE transmitters are active. We
remove the conditioning upon the fading of both useful signal and interfer-
ence, as well as the conditioning on the random distance separating the k-th
interferer from the CCA station as done above: Ψ1(v) = EgsEgIkErk Ψ1(v |
gs, gIk, rk). To remove the conditioning on fading, we use that all the power
fading coefficients are i.i.d. exponential r.vs. and the CF is computed in

jv
1−j2v

εs
N0r−α for the useful signal and in jv

1−j2v
c×εI

N0r−α for the interference. Re-
moving all conditionings and using Lemma 2 the theorem is proved.
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A.4 Derivation of equation (3.22)

Proof. When a single LTE transmitted signal interferes with the reception of
the test Wi-Fi receiver, we write V in equation (3.19) as follows:

V =
2
3

εbI

N0
× e2σI

rα
I

.

Hence, the received SINR can be expressed as

ηone(rI) =
e2σs log2 M× εbs

N0
r−α

s
2
3 log2 M′ × εbI

N0
r−α

I e2σI + 1
. (A.4)

We remove the dependence of ηLTE
one (rI) upon the position of the interferer

over the space by means of the 2-dimensional uniform distribution with
probability 2r/R2dr for the distance rI inside a disk of radius R wherein the
single LTE transmitter is located.

ηone =
∫ R

0
ηone(rI)

2rI

R2 drI ,

using the result of equation (A.1), the derivation of equation (3.22), the SINR
with only one LTE interferer, is complete.

A.5 Derivation of equation (3.27)

Proof. We remove the dependence of ω and $ in equation (3.26) from the
exact value of nw as follows

ω = E
{

P(sys)
e ×

(
1− Pnw−1

d

)}
= P(sys)

e ×
(

1−E{Pnw−1
d }

)
We use the PPP assumption for nw through the probability λw|A|nw

n! e−λw|A|.
Therefore, we can write

E{Pnw−1
d } =

∞

∑
nw=0

Pnw−1
d × (λw|A|)nw

nw!
e−λw|A|

= e−λw|A|P−1
d

∞

∑
nw=0

(Pdλw|A|)nw

nw!
.

Using an exponential series expansion for the summation, we can derive
E{Pnw−1

d } as

E{Pnw−1
d } = e−λw|A|P−1

d × ePdλw|A| = P−1
d e−λw|A|(1−Pd) = P−1

d e−nw(1−Pd) .

Substituting this last finding in equation (3.26), (3.27) is derived.
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